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AUBURN, ME.. FRIDAY

A
WE AGREE.

tion. Section 3 of that rule in the national
rules kand the rule on the same subject in
the American rules is equally strong) reads
a? follows :
-‘•Whenever the nominator is personally
unknown to the officers of the course, if
required, he shall establish hi< Identity by
sufficient references or evidence. And al
ways when demanded, or in case of protest,
the ;dentity and eligibility of every entry
shall be established to the satisfaction of
the judges and member.
Drivers, owners
and others, shall have the right to give in
formation to the judges of frauds or
wrongt perpetrated or attempted against
the association, without Incurring penalty
for such action. And if the judges are
not satisfied in regard to such identity and
eligibility before or after the start, all pools
and bets on said horse may be declared off,
and if so declared off it shall be publicly
anncuned from the stand ;and in such cases,
-f the horse is not identified and his eligibil
ity established within thirty days, be shall
be barred from winning.
Any premium
which is withheld from a disqualifi. d man
or horse, and which is not distributable
under the rules to another entry in the
race shall revt-rt to the member. [See
Rules 14 and 16 ]

Tub Turf, {Farm akd Home is more
than pleased to note that s > great an au
thority a* the Spir.it of .the Times feels
called Utpon to express its views on certain
-questions, and that these views are in per
fect aocord with views already promul
gated by the Turf.
The impor.ance of
having the pedigree attached to the name
of every animal we have already pointi d
out, and our views on the question of iden
tification of unknown horseB, while in di
rect opposition to a paragraph going the
rounds of the so-called horse papers, is
endorsed ty the Spirit.
In a recent article in The Spirit, tLe
necessity of attaching tLe pedigree to each
entry w is pointed out, and the obvious ad
vantage of publishing the same as a guard
againt the ringing brigade. As w»8 then
|
pointed out, the rules are clear on the sub
ject. Entries which have no padrgreen, or ,
not distinctly stated fto be unknown may
be rejected by the association, but as a mat
ter of fact this rule is a deal better.
As a
consequence the lists or entries seldom
contain the pedigrees, and sometimes they
even lack sex and color.
Under these circumstances, when horse
This rule is stringent enough, but one of
men or the officials of an association sus
pect the presence of a ringer tney must the main difficulties met with in its appli
fall back upon some other method of dis cations is the fact that many horsemen wlo
covery.
The best weapon to uba is a live up to the other rules do not feel it to
faithful application of Rule 7 on identifica betheir duty to enforce this one, although
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there may be a suspect in the sime race’a e ich of which have their merits.
One i«
which they are competing.
They do not | that h11 drivt rs should be licensed, the
like to have their names connected with I second is that owners should take out iden
whart looks Ike detective work, and would tification papers -of their horses from the
The grand difficulty
sooner let a suspected fraud go through parent asso<iations
than expose it. • This is a filse een iment. in the path of either or both of these pro
Whenever a trainer, driver or owner has a positions is tlic existaiice of two governs g
reasonable suspicion that a horse in a class : b >dies, the National tnd American Associ
is not what he is represented to be, .e ations. It is manifest that uni ss both
should at once inform the judges and re associations agree upon united action either
plan would be impossiole. Tin g-eat bo7y
quest the application of the rule.
of
the drivers and traimrs who are the
It will undoubtedly happen sometimes
that the suspicion ii untrue, and that the parties principally interested, may yet pos
horse is as repres^nte I. No honorable • sibly solve the d.fficu.ty.
There is a strong movement at the pres
horseman will object to ideutif yog bis
ent
tine to firm a Driver’s A sociation,
horse. Every intelligent horseD an UudeiBuch an association can only be success ul
8tands the rue, and when he proposes to
by working strictly in harmony with the
campaign his stable at meetings or through
two governing bodies, and to obtain me
a circuit where lie is not personally known,
recognition and respect of the associations
he shuuld take the necessary evidence with
and the public it will have to exercise a
him.
jealous supervision Over its members and
One of the latest tricks is to take a horse I exclude those who are found to be un*
which, as a rule, has only campaigned in worthy. Its members snould always be
theEist and take him to the West or to ready to assist the authorities in exposing
bring a horse from the West and campaign fraud.
him East. When an unknown man and
The licensing plan has worked well in
unknown horse appears at a tra )k and England, and it has been successful here
there is an absence of the fullest and best under the Board of Control on the run ling
of evidence as to identify, there sboul 1 be turf. Should the drivers form a Mtrung as
sociation. including the vast majority of
no fooiish desire to. give the srrar g-r the
the profession, and should there be oil their
benefit of the doubt. The benefit of the part a unanimous desire for license as a
do lbt belongs to the men who are known, protection to them, it would be a worthy
and the rule should be observed to the let subject for the two associations to cousider
wbtther by j-iint legislation a license sys
ter.
tem would not tend toward the destruction
Tw? p ang have been agitated for jears, of the “ringing” evil.
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GOOD GOLTS AT MC. FAILS.

I. II. Downes has a two-year-old stud,
B b Evans 19447, by Nelson’s Wilkes; 1st
dan by D rigo, 2.29; 2nd dam Draco,
2.^8^. Th 8 colt stands 15-2 with shoes,
good black, well put up. left hind foot
w lite, and shows a good gait, and promis h much, weight about 950.
llso m other two-year-old by Albrino;
l«t darn B 11 K., by Billy Knox; 2nd dam
F rrmgtou mare, dam of Drummer Girl,
2 39*^. This colt is light bay, stands 15
high and is a promising one.
lie also showed me a nice looking eight
years old black mare, Lady B., by Pilot
Kaux, dam said to be a Clay, that can show
an easy 2.40 clip, from which he Intends to
breed.
I also visited the stable of Mr. Fred
Pierce and was shown a stud two years old,
a picture of a horse, a beautiful dark bay,
Well put up a nd fine looking, with heavy
mane and tail, standing 15Jz<, by Albrino;
1st dim by Wanderer by Gen. Knox; 2nd
dam Messenger mare not traced.
lie also has a one-year-old filly, black,
with Btar in forehead, and one white hind
ankle, t his one is called by good judgea promising colt.
He has the mother of these colts and is
breeding her this year to Calcalli, with two
year
old record ou Lewiston track of
.
2.57^.
■
I was ale a shown a nice three-year-old
brovu filly b
McBeth, 2.40, by Daniel
Boone, 2.31; dam, a nice brown mare with
a1 showing of 2 40 They have several
fine colts of her breeding.

NEW SPECIALS-

There is a desire for novelty on the trot
ting track. All the leading associations
when they announce the programmes of
their meetings reserve large sums for
special attractions.
Tae owner of any
thing special or exceptionally fast, can
almost dictate terms, for with clashing
dates comes the clement of competition,
and in the desire for big gate money, the
specialist gets his price.
As the primal
idea of all trotting associations is to im
prove and develop the trotting horse, and
to make trotting sport the national outdoor
amusement of the people, the special at
tractions should be in harmony with and
not foreign to the sport.
Balloon ascen
sions, chariot races and similar attractions
savor more of the circus than the trotting
track, and their legitimate place is in the
former arena.
But there are several legitimate attrac
tions which have fallen almost into disuse,
which there is good reason to believe
would be as popular as ever if resurrected,
which are in harmony with the sport of the
trotting track and which would favorably
influence the gate receipts.
They are
trotting and pacing with running mate, two
mile dashes ag iinst time by fast performers
and other long distance efforts against the
watch. The reply will be made that long
distance trotting Lke four-mile running
heats has gone out of <’ate, but the regular
trotting races, best three in five, are as
ancient as the four-mile running heats, and
they are still popular.
They are and al
ways will be the backbone of the pro
gramme, and therefore that objection will
not apply.
Another point in favor of a revival of
some of these ol 1 time specialties is the
fact that no records at these distances have
been broken of late years, and there would
be glory as well as money to be gained in
jfiese attacks upon the man with the scythe.

. RACE RECORD—
REGULATION

it would certainly pay to beat. In spite of
the fact that the European market has bees
made a dumping ground for many out
classed, old worthless trotters, there is stil
a-demand for the American trotter, aud, if
cultivated, a portion cf the surplus supply
can be sold there. But in future they
must be worth the money and able to
demonstrate their superiority. In Europe,
and especially in France, the majority of
the races are long distance dashes from a
mile and a half to three miles, endurance
as well as speed being the objects aimed at.
The horse or mare with a good two mile
record will be always a marketable com
modity there.

T71R0M Dyspepsia, Indigestion, FourStomJC aeh, etc., for you can be cured, no matter
how chronic your case. I have made Stomach
Trouble a special study for years, and by my
system of home treatment thousands nave
been cured, including the most chronic cases.
I am daily receiving testimonials from those
whose cases have been declared iwcurable.
Send 2c. stamp for symptom blank. Consulta
tion free. A. S. AYRES, M.D., 271 High street,
Ilolyoke, Mass.
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FASTEST RACE RECORD FOR MAINE STALLIONS.
AT THREE YEARS.
AT FIVE YEARS.
AT SIX YEARS.

: A THREE-YEAR-OLD WINNER,
! A FOUR-YEAR-OLD WINNER
• A FIVE-YEAR-OLD WINNER,
• A SIX-YEAR-OLD WINNER,

' Sire of Lou Seer winner of the yearling race at New England Breeders’ Meeting last fall
[ holder of the New England race record for yearlings.

• Sire, GEN. BENTON 17 in the List

Dam ELECTIONEER, 101 in the List.

$100 WARRANT.
Foaled May 19, 1890, sire of Sidney 2.193-4, 20 in the list at 10 years of age, [world’s re
i cord,] sire of Frou Frou, yearling record 2.25 1 4, [world’s mark] and P’austa, yearling
2.22 3-4, (world’s mark. Dam by Nutwood 2.18 3-4, greatest of living sires, sire of the dam
of Arion 2.10 3-4 at 2 years (world’,, mark.) Second dam by Woodburn thoroughbred, son
of Lexington, sire of Monarch 2.28 1-4, and dam of Emaline 2.17 1-2. third dam Bonnie Belle,
bX Williamson’s Belmont thoroughbred son American Boy, fourth dam Liz Givens by Imp
Langiord, fifth dam Charlotte Pace by Sir Aruhy, sixtu iiam oy Imp Ttestless seventh dam
Green’s Celer mare by Celer. $50-00 TO WARRANT. Book full for 1892.
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H, WESLEY HUTCHINS

Auburn, Maine.

To Get Size, Beauty
------- - ^.ISTID --------

Action with Uniformity

THE COST.
It will cost you over
^2.00 for cream
tartar and soda
sufficient to raise a
barrel of flour, while
Horsford’s Bread
Preparation will give
better results at a
cost of i .60.

Breed to Stallions that not only possess those qualities them
selves but inherit them from a long line of ancestors.
Such a stallion is the French Coach Stallion GAILLARD.
Imported from France in 1888, bred by M. Toulon of
France foaled 1884.
Got by the Government Stallion
URIEL, dam Volupa by Noileval.
GAILLARD is a beautiful dark bay horse, 16 hands high
and weighing 1300 lbs., he combines substance with
finish, has the best of feet and legs, plenty of courage and
action and has trotted three miles to saddle in nine min
utes.
This elegant stallion will make the season of 1892 at the
stable of H. J. Burr Springfield Me.
To introduce the horse we have made the service only
$15 to warrant which is in the reach of all. ADDRESS,

H. J. BURR, Manager,
H. P. WHITNEY, Owner.
Springfield, Me.
Cambridge Me.

1892

SEASON

1892

Bayard Wilkes 2.23 1-4
^Public LCxhibition 2-15 l-4=.
by the season, with free return the following year
if mare does not prove in foal.

a.

(LIMITED TO 50 MARES )

GLENARM 2.23 1-2.
While Abdallah 1 has been put down on
the pages of history as the fountain-head
of the trotting horse race, the breeding of
his sire, Mambrino,is seldom if ever run out
in extenso, and he is given 1 ttle or no
credit.
Mambrino is in volume I of
Bruce's American^ Stud Book, psg* 434.
Like Messenger, his sire, be whs gray in
col o.*, and he.was^ foaltd in 1806.
His
breeding is given\as follows:
By imp.
Messenger, fir°t dam’’, by^imported Scurcrcut second dam by imported WbirHg g;
third i am Slamerkin, by imported Vildiar:
fjurtu dam. import* i Cud mare. y
ciu. Mom of America’s <r?Ht race he.
trai to the C b n are.
’ ip Messenger
was by Mambrino out cf a daughter of
Turf, and traced on (onM the dan’s side)
to a Natural Barb mare, ten gen erations
away. 4 Imported Sourcrout was foaiedjjn
1762. and was by Highflyer (son of Herod)
out of Jewell, by Squirrell.
Imported
Whirlig;g, foaled in 1763, was a success
ful race horse, and stood in North Caro
lina. His sire’s breed ng is not given in
the stud books, but he was out of a mare
by Devonshire Blacklegs; second dam by
True-blue, etc.
Imported Wildair (sire
of Slamerkin), foaled in 1753, and by Cade
out of a daughter by Steady, second dam
by Partner, and on to a mare by Place’s
White Turk. He was thought so much cf
in England that be was reshipped to the
1 md of John Bu’l, where he was a noted
sire of race horses. It will be seen that
Mambrino was a royally-bred horsa.
Not
only the Hambletunian family descended
from Mambrino, through Abdallah, but the
Mambrino Chief family, through Minibrino Paymaster.
An Editor’s Endorsement.

You Need Softer No Longer

MainBS Great Race

IriaillUO UlUul liauc

finishing

Sam Gamble, superintendant of Hobart
stock farm, conveyed a piece of news to
us this week that will be hailed with pleas
ure by buyers of g lt-edged trotting stock
throughout the world. There will be a
clearing-out sale of all the Hobart horses,
and it will probably take place in San
Francisco some time in the month of Nov
ember, 1892. The exact date has not
however, been set, neither has it been
conclusively settled that the sale will take
place in this city. The lot will consist of
the magnificient stallion Stamboul, 2; 11,
thirty three or four brood mares, eight
Stamboul yearlings and one Guy Wilkes,
two Stamboul two-year-olds and twenty
sucklings by the great son of Sultan and
Fleetwing. The collection of broodmares
at Hobart stock farm is considered the
grandest in the world. Among the famous
matrons are Trinket, 2:14, by Pripceps;
Aimer Mater, by Mambrino Patchen, dam
cf four in the list, including the great sires,
Alcyone and Alcantara; Nancy Lee, by
Dictator, dam of the queenly Nancy
Hanks, 2:09; Four Corners, 2:20%, by
Mambrino Time; dam Laura > Wynn, by
Abdallah 15, and Bye-Bye, by Nutwood,
dam Rapidan, by Dictator, and therefore a
full sister-------------------to Lockheait.,-----2 :14 3Z.
------------Breeder and Sportsman.

All of the records in the 2.12 list were
made against time. When it comes to a
campaigner, a trotter of the wear and tear
order, the big horses, to use a slarg phrase,
are not in it. The noted campaigners of
all time have been small or horses of
medium size only. Harry Wilkes, 2.13%.
that has probably won more contested
races than any trotter ever on the turf, is
as stated before, only a pony, beins 15
handsand one-halt inch high.
Goldsmith
Maid, 2.14, with 332 heats in 2 30 and
better to her credit, is but a trifle larger.
Hopeful 2.14%. with his champion wagon
record and 139 heats won in 2.30 and bet
ter, was only 15 hands and fashioned 1 ke a
cob or hackney. Driver, 2.19%,and Deck
Wright, 2.19%, were both small horses,
being under 15% hands, but they were
great campaigners, and the former has 167
heets to his credit, while the latter has 151,
and his career lasted for fourteen years.
Times, however, have changed since the
days of these old time sturdy campaigners,
On July 10, 1884, at the present Gar and breeders now aim to breed extreme
field Park, Chicago, now devoted to the sp< ed and develop it in the shortest possi
runners, then known as the West Side ble time.—Spirit of the Times.
Park, and one of the most celebrated trot
ting tracks in the country, the chestnut
It would seem that even Gen. J. E.
gelding Westmont, with running mate,
Turner makes a mistake once in a while.
paced 2.01% and had not the runner tired
The fine of $250 imposed upon him for re
in the stretch it is highly probable that the
fusing to drive a horse at Point Breeze last
record would have been close to 2.00.
fall was not paid until he started at Bel
Westmont’s regular recoid was 2.13%.
With one of the lightning side-wheelers at mont park this year. He failed to takes
present on the turf a record of 2.00 should receipt, however, and when be started to
be made.
With such a performance in drive Dudley Olcott at Fleetwood the next
prospect no track on this continent would week he was much surprised when in
formed bv the judges that they had instrncbe able to accomodate the crowds who
tiors to collect the fine. Not beirg able to !i
would attend to see the event.
The twe-mile harness record is 4.'3, produce any evidence that the fine I id
made by Fanny Witherspoon, at Chicago, been paid, he was compelled to put up the
on September 25, 1885. This is a record am junt the second time before starting.

RACE RECORD
REGULATION

FOALED MARCH 26, 1885.

LAST QUARTER IN 3 3-4
SECONDS A
2.07 GAIT.

I

By distance of time, it is, comparatively
speaking, a new field, and it may be well to
note how these records stand and the dates
at which they were made.
The fastest time made at either the trot
ting or pacirg gait has been made with a
running mate. At Prospect Park, L. I,
November 15, 1883, in a race, the bay
gelding Frank, with runni «g mate, trotted
in 2 08*4, and it is still the record.
At
Providence, R. I , on August 1, 1884, H.
B. Winship and mate went agaiost time
and got to the wire in 2.06.
With the im
provement in tracks and the sulkies since
1884, and (specially bearing in mind the
reduction in the team record, and the far
ther fact that II. B. Wir.ship’s harness
record was 2.20% and Frank’s record was
2.19%, it looks as if these records could be
materially reduced.
Any of the members
of the 2.15 brigade with a game running
mate should be able to knock two or three
seconds off the record, and such an exhibi
tion would be a drawing card.

Still more remarkable is the fact that
Lady Suffolk’s two miles to saddle, 4.59,
made in 1844, is still the champ'on record.
But trotting to saddle appears to be one of
the lost arts, though a trotting race to sad
dle should be a pretty and at the same
time an exciting spectacle.
The pacing
record, two miles, dates back to September
26, 1872, when the bay gelding, Defiance,
and the chestnut gelding, Longfellow,
paced a dead heat in 4 47%.
That game daughter of Volunteer
Huntress, bolds the three mile trotting
record, 7.21%, made in a race on Septem
ber 21, 1872, at Prospect Park, L. I. The
four mile record against time is a compara
tively recent one, having been made by
Satellite at Keokuk, la., on August 12,
1887, in 10.52%.
The saddle record over
the same distance is a very ancient one,

Tlie Seer.

Gating back to May, 1836.
The record is
10.51 made by the bay gelding, Dutchman.
In a race at that distance the chestn
gelding, Trustee, holds the record made on
June 18, 1836, in 11.06.
The pacers at three miles are about the
same as the trotters.
Joe Jefferson, to
harness, has a modern record of 7.33%,
made at Knoxville, la., on November 6,
1891, which is away ahead of the race and
saddle records.
Tandem teams and fourin-hands have also records which are open
to be knocked down, and owners who are
looking for new worlds to conquer can
I easiiy find them.—Spirit of the Times.

The following item of interest is clipped
from “Kell’s Iowa Turf’’ under data of July
1st. “We used Quinn’s Ointment on the
Iowa Tuif Breeding Farm to remove a bunch
left from a bruise on the knee of a very fine
fi.ly. It proved satisfactorv, and we can per
sonally recommend it to breeders and ttock
raisers as reliable. It do<-s all that is claimed
f,)r n.”— (Ed. Iowa Tu-f.) This is the uni
versal expression of the leading breeders and
horsemen throughout the United States. For
curbs, splints, spavins, windpuffs and all
bunches it has no equal. Trial box 25 cents,
silver or stamps
Regular size $1.50 deliv
ered. Addiess W. B. Eddy & Co., White
hall, N. Y.

by the season, with free return the following year if
^>25.00 mare does not prove in foal.

“B A L L O JV.”
$50.00 Sire BAYARD WILKES 2.23 1-4, dam by GLENwarrant ARM 2.23 i-2. Second dam by HAMPTON, third
dam by LEWISTON BOY 2.36,

“LT AGE JST.”
$15.00 Sire GLENARM, 2.23 1-2, dam VIDA BOONE by
WHrVA DANIEL BOONE, 2.3! 3-4.
FOR FULL PARTICULARS, BREEDING, ETC., SEND FOR CATALOGUE TO
C.
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O-ASK YOUR DEALER FOR HILL’S GOLDEX OIL AND TAKE NOTHING ELSV

3
Reasons Why it Will Pay
TJ

___ TO INVESTIGATE THE MERITS OF THIS CELEBRATED HEALER.
1st—Because it is a soothing preparation, and a true Healeb. 2nd—It removes soreness at
once. 3rd—It is the only safe, sure and harmless remedy on the market.

__

WORKS LIKE MAGIC!

Promptly Releiveing Pain And Inflammation, cures, Scratches Heals Flesh Wounls on

MAN ORBEAST.
Using it freely according to directions, should secure for HILL’S GOLDEN OIL, a permr •
nent place in all Homes wheie Accidents are guarded against.
[j^"\Ve warrant every bottle.

Hill’s G-olden. Oil

Co-, Z Manufacturers,

FRANKLIN. VT.. ANO ST. VRVIIND, CANADA.

july28dtfF

It soon got noised around the town our race
upon the street,
And how the Elder’s chestnut horse (leaned
Or Young Matt’s Idea of Old Decon Cross.
Village Belle so neat;
And all the straight-laced church folks got
right
up on their ear.
______________ — IS THE -------------------------- —
The new minister had just arrived and drove The church board called a meeting for the
to Deacon Cross’s,
Elder to appear.
i He brought his wife anddittle girl, and one of
the finest horses.
And they had a stormy session, and when
A large, nice white faced chestnut, his buggy
they’d had their say,
light and neat,
The Elder meekly rose and said, “Now,
And many wondered who he was as he drove'
brethren, Jet us pray.”
through the street.
And such a prayer and such a talk as he just
(
gave t) them,
But I knew who he was at once, when I had
Just shamed the whole caboodle of the women
looked him o’er,
o make it'THE BEST Rl'JJS m ivif lotare 1 tor fimly me
and the men.
Because I’d heard him preach when here
about three weeks belore;
(
He
even
fixed old Deacon Cross so he was
I remembered how he laid it on, it wa’n’t no
he^rd t) soy,
old dry sermon,
That it really was exciting, the race they had
It made some of them nettle around and kind[
tiiat day.
of sot them squirming.
“It didn’t seem to hurt the boss,” said he,
“and I declare,
We lived next door to Deacon Cross,my folks 1 must admit it pleased me some the way we
were church iolk« too,
beat t ibt mare.”
And every Sunday I was there with my folks,
in our pew,
They finally concluded after all was said and
But 1 wa’n’t stuck on old Deacon Cross, nor
done,
he wa’n’t stuck on me.
’There was no sin committed, no money lost
Just wait a minute, then I’ll tell you the rea
or won,
son why, you see.
And if a preacher had a horse that proved tj
M
be some fast,
My father owned a stock farm jufet outside They wouldn’t blame him if he wouldn’t let a
about a mile,
j
mule go past.
He built a nice track on it, where they drive
—Em. Pierce in American Trctter.
once in a while.
He had some men there breaking colts, some
times lhey’d have a race,
POULTNEY, VT.
To see who’d got the smartest horse, or best
best colt in the place.
Poultney, July 8.
My father ain’t no betting man, but last fall
There has not been much horse Dews in
at the fair,
They gave some prizes don t you know, and this section lately, everyone is busy getting
had some trots out there.
.
ready for the fall races.
There has just
And Deacon Cross he rared and pitched, and
been completed on the farm of N. C Hyde,
talked most awful mean,
But father said he’d be all right when he d one of the best khalf-mile tracks in Ver
let off his steam.
mont; it was finished July 2nd. Today
The Deacon said no Christian man would July 8th, I drove a 14 months old colt,
keep a trotting hoss,
My father laughed and walked away, then 1 owned by N. C. Hyde,;One-quarter over it‘
in 58 seconds, hitched to a skeleton wagon;
lit into Cross;
I told him that my father was a better man the sixth time he waB ever hitched single.
than him,
,
There is a great deal of sickness among
That i knew Deacons which I thought were
just chuck full of sin.
the horses here, a kind of a distemper.
Burdick & Rogers of Poultney, lost a
And said to him his old gray mare would
wish she had some speed,
valuable five-year-old stallion last week;
If that would get her decent care and give
he ruptured himself making a service. He
her decent feed;
And any man that would keep a horse as he was valued at $2,500. They have just
kept his old gray,
With or without Reservoir; with or without Cabinet Base; with or without High Mantle; Needn
’t talk about Christians, that 8 what 1 d purchased a very likely brood mare (Miss
with or without Water Front to supply hot water for bath rooms, etc.; has large flues,
got to say,
Cobb), sired by Maxey Cobb 2.13, dam by
large ash pans. Plain or Patent Coal Grate, as desired. It has double dampers, as a re
Happy Medium. She has a road wagon
1
Fr
im
that
time
on,
old
Deacon
Cross
turned
sult of whiAh a -^pid fire is secured. No pains or expense is spared in the construction
up his nose at me,
record of 2.33. They have bred her to Delof this magnificent Range, made wholly from the very best quality of pig iron and fittedI
together by the most skilled workmen. Sold by leading stove dealers. Do not make ai In meeting or upon the street, ’twas all the Mar, 4 years old, record 4th heat 2.20, son
you see,
purchase until you have examined this superior Range. If not sold in your vicinity sendt Andsame,
if he spoke to father, ’twould come out of Electioneer; he is a stable companion of
to us for full information. MANUFACTURED BY
with a sneer,
»
Robt. McGregor 2.17^, and Autograph
And on his sour and solemn face would dwell
2.18>^; after a visit to such stock they
a kind of leer.
i
have good hopes of breeding a trotter, and
One day when I was on the farm, the minister
Tuneft—Mor St fcTFH
I hope they will not be disappointed.
drove out,
■ And father showed him all the stock; they
Mr. Goodrich, whom we are fortunate
talked and walked about;
The Elder said somehow for him, a stock in having located with us, says he could
farm held a charm,
dispose of ten matched teams in one week
He liked to see the youngsters speed, he
liked a handsome farm.
_u thedemindis so great, if he could get
them; he will have none but the best; he
He liked a" horse that had some go; he
has an order for a pair that can trot a mile
couldn’t bear to drive
A horse that looked and acted as only half in 2.30 together. People from below don’t
alive.
“Yes,” father said, “your horse shows that, TeaPze how slow our tracks are in this sec
tion. If there was a good mile track in
he tells his care and feed,
And from his looks and make up should Rutland, Vt., the 2 30 list would get a big
judge lie had some speed.’’ i
boost at the next Breeders’ meeting. Al
“Well, yes, he can step out quite well for a ready a Vermont three-year-old trots the
Parson’s hoise you know,
Church members sometimes seem to think a second heat of a winning race in 2.33J£;
preacher should go slow.
very good, so early; and a two-year-old at
Although 1 failed to find wherein the good the same meeting trots a half in 1.22. We
book points it out,
And so I often let my horse step out some have got the stock but not the place to
o’er my route.”
give fast records. It is reported the owners
And so the preacher drove away with his of Matterhorn 2,31, last week refused
handsome chestnut hoss,
$11,000 for him from a Kentucky party.
I w< udered how the Elder’s views would He is sired by Nutwood, dam Malmaiseon,
ft ike old Deacon Cross.
The pride of all my father’s stock, was his by Lord Russell, and last fall had two colts
mare called Village Belle,
enter the list; one got a record of 2.2G. His
She nau the f inest nag in town as all knew
colts are very promising. It is hoped he
li
pretty well.
will not leave Vermont, as we need just
One day my t ith*r hitched her up ano said, such blood here.
Nelson Hyde.
“Get in here Malt,
—
I’m going up to see a colt that’s owned out
on the flat.’’
And when about two miles from home when
A Safe Investment.
we were comir g back—
Is one which is guaranteed to bring you
The road was j ist as smooth and 'nice as
I
’twas on father’s track—
■
- •< satisfactory results, or in case of failure a ret
3 I saw the preacher on ahead with his big,
urn of purchase price. On this safe plan you
chestnut hoss,
A jogging slowly down the road, and with can buy from our advertised Druggist a bottle
him Deacon Cross
of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consump
The Deacoi went with him I suppose to in tion. It is guaranteed to bring relief in every
troduce him round,
And let him know where all*ofhis church case, when used for any affection of Throat
Lungs,or chest, Bronchits, Asthma, Whooping
people could be found.
| The minister was driving slow, and father he Cough, Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant and
agreeable * to taste, perfectly safe, and can
turned out;
The preacher never turned his head, but always be depended upon.
Trial botlles free at E. H. Gerrish’s Drugstore
kinder peeked about
1
Lisbon St Lewiston
then you oiter see the spring made by
ANUFACTURER^, wholesale and retail dealers in Horse Powers, Threshing Andthat
white-faced hoss,
Machines, Wood Sawing Machines, Cider Mills, King of the Cornfield Cornn And see the look of terror on the face of
Planter, Wheelbarrows, Merchandise. Ilotpl and Bag Trucks, Feed and Root Cutters,
’’
Deacon Cross.
Barrel Headers, Harrows, Wagon Jacks, Garden and Lawn Rollers, Fanning Mills, andd
Merit Wins.
a general line of Agricultural Implements and Machines. Jobbers supplies in large orr Away we went, ’twas nip and tuck, and not a
(
word
was
said,
We
desire
to
sav
to our citizens, that for
small quantities. Goods for export a specialty. Send for general catalogue and prices.
But I noticed that our Village Belle,somehow, ears we have been selling Dr. King,s New
Machine work and repair work neatly and prompty done.
was not ahead;
Discovery for Consumption, Dr. King’s New
jnl8sat-tfh-tf
Every time her nose would get about up to Life Pills, Bucklens Arnica Salve, and Elect
his side,
ric Bitters, and have never handled remedies
T He’d just let out another link and make a that sell as well, or that have given such uni
quicker stride.
versal saiisfaction. We do not hesitate to
guarantee them every time, and we stand
And all this time the Deacon was holding on ready
to refund the purchase price, if not sat
the seat.
isfactory results do not follow their use. These
And saying, “stop him, Elder,’’his face white remedies
have won their great popularity
as a sheet.
purely on their merits K. H. Gerrish drug
I thought I saw a kind of smile creep o’er the gists
145 Lisbon Street Lewiston.
1
preacher’s face,
But he never moved or said a word throughAnother Testimony for True’s Elixir.
i
out our lively race.
I find that horses need Dr. True’s Elixir just
’ The ladies of the church were out to Widow the same as the human family. I had a sick
horse
a few days ago, and after trying many
L
Lacey’s place.
other medicines I gave a dose of the Elixir. The
To an afternoon church social, and saw us horse was soon relieved by a large discharge of
worms. I have since given it to my other horse
have the race.
- They were sitting on the porch and lawn and and I believe it one of the best medicines I evei
used
H.P. Dorman,
No commission; STATED
saw the E ldei’s hoss
Lewiston.J ulvll. 1889.
t.f&hly
s And father’s mare just hump themselves, and
I
also Deacon Cross.
SALARY and permanent po
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THE NEW MINISTER,

SANFORD'S

ZRoyal ZEfalmouth ZRange
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Cinger

THERE is a little
** cramp or pain any
where, a sense of chill with
cold extremities, uneasiness
in the stomach or bowels, a
touch of rheumatism, a feel
ing of nervousness, wakeful
ness or exhaustion, nothing
is so pure, so safe, so whole
some as SANFORD’S
GINGER, the purest and
best of warming stomachics.
Containing among its ingredients the pur
est of medicinal French brandy and the best
of imported ginger, it is vastly superior to
the cheap, wouhless, and often dangerous
gingers urged as substitutes* Ask for SAN
FORD’S GINGER and look for ow. t iemark on the wrapper. Sold ev rywhere.

MANY DIFFERENT STYLES, COAL OR WOOD

Auburn Stove Foundry Co., Auburn, Me.
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You should have seen the women look, and
seen the Deacon’s face,
As at a thirty clip we went just flying by the
place;
Then lather tried his very best and hit our
mare a crack;
She made a skip and then a run, which set us
farther back.
And so my father pulled her up and says to
me, sayshe,
“I guess we’d better let him go,*’ and it
seemed just so to me.
I said, “I cuess our preacher has a kind of
of trotting hoss.”
Says father, “That idea I guess has struck
old Deacon Cross.”

The Caton Stock Farm.

Mr. A. L. Thomas, superintendent of the
Caton Stock Farm at Joliet, Ill,, so popularly
known throughout the United States, writes
under date of May 25 as follows: “I have had
no occasion to change my mind in regard to
the eflicitncy of Quinn’s Ointment. I would
cheerfully recommend it to all having use for
same, knowing that if used once, you will
have a customer for life.” This is the gen
eral expression of the highest class of breed
ers from Maine to California. For curbs,
splints, spavins, windpuffs and all bunches,
Quinn’s Ointment has no equal.
Trial box,
25 cents silver or stamps, Regular size $1.50
delivered. Address W. B. Eddy & Co.,
Whitehall, N. Y.

CHOICELY BRED STOCK
j
|

---------FOR SALE BY----------

A T. Maxim’s Agency.
No. 1—Nice large, sound six-year-old mare,
by Nelson 2.10, in foal to Pickering.
$650.
No. »—«tallion by Robinson D. 2.23^, dam
by Daniel Lambert, lie is two years old, 15 2
handsome, nice gaited.
$300. ’
No. 3-Two-year-old bay stallion by Ilebron
2.36X; dam, Offa 2.35. A large, sound, good
gaited, elegant colt.
$^0,
No. 4—Two-year old standard filly by All So
2.20); dam, Nellie Morrill, by Winthrop Mor
rill; 2d dam by Brown Harry. A large, hand
some, beautifully gaited filly.
.. 1. $400.
No. 5—Year ing filly bv Ben V. 2.29#, full
brother to Messenger Wilkes; 1st dam by Al
cantara 2.23; 2d dam by Constellation; 8d dam
by Godfrey’s Patchen. This flily was foaled.
June 17, 1891, and stands 14 hands, weighs 600
lbs. and is a grand individual.
Price $325.
No. 6—Nice two-year-o.d lilly by Hebron
2.36, dam by Harbinger.
No. 7—Large, handsome two-year-old bay
filly by Ben Van, son of Messenger Wilkes
2.23; dam by Record’s Black Hawk, sire of
Flossie R. 227#.
$uo.
No. 8—Standard bay yearling Ally by Action.
byOnward 2.25, son of George Wilkes; dam
by Whalebone Knox.
$go.
No. 9—Seven-year-old standard marc by
Gen. Withers; dam, Olive 1 ogan, by Jules
Jurgensen; 15.3; 1000 lbs. A nice fami.y mare
and speedy.
$225.
No. 10—Large brown yearling filly by Woodbrino; dam by Albert Lee, son of Florida; 2d
dam by Mambrino Gift. Price right.
Nob. 11 and 11—Two very beautiful and
finely gaited fil'les by McKusick; trial, 2.34and out of standard mares. Price low.
’
No. 12—Standard bred pacing mare, 15.3;
nine years old; can beat 2,30 three times; no
mark.
Price $1000.
No. 13—Nice five-year-old mare by Robin
son D. 2.23#; dam, a Morgan mare; 15.2; all
right; fine driver; can show’50 clip; owned
on farm.
Price $275.
Write for full description of these and
of many others to
A. T. MAXIM,
South Paris, Maine

first heat of the 2.20 pace. Her regu- ner, CH us, L. W. Gardner, Charlotte, 1
lardriver was unable to drive, as he John Morgan, Pembroke, H. F. Porter, 1
had met with an accident, and Jerry Pembroke, J. M. Jobrson, St. John and
B. R. McCormack, St. John, met at the
I O’Neil was put up behind her. Just
Windsor Hotel, St. Stephen, N. B., Friday
after the word was given she made a evening, June 17, and formed the Eastern
' disastrous break and finished behind Maine & New Brunswick Trotting Circuit,
Consolidated April 20th, 1892.
the flag. She was the favorite in the and arranged to hold meetirgs as follows :
race, and many were disappointed, and St. John,September 6 and 7; St. Stephens,
Published Weekly and entered at the Postst_ Mr. Pompilly was appealed to to know September 12 and 13; Calais, September
office at Auburn, Me., as second class
if she could not, under any rule, be al 15 and 16; Macbia% September 20, 21 and
matter.
so lowed to start again. Mr. Pompilly’s 22; and at Pembroke, Septemper 28 and
Yearly Subscription Price for 1892, $1.50
in answer was that while he felt very 29.
in Advance; $2.00 if not Paid Within
The meetings at Pembroke and
badly to declare the mare distanced, Machias will be in connection with the
Three Months.
she was going level when the word annual agricultural fairs held at those
J. W. THOMPSON, Editor, was given, and the distance judge had places. W. F. Todd was chcsen presi
reported her behind the flag when it dent, and J. E. Osborn was chosen secre
Newspaper Decisions.
dropped. “Now,” said Mr. Pompilly, 1tary of the circuit. Purses in the follow1. Any person who takes a paper regularly
i classes wdl be offered: 3.00 minute,
from the office—whether directed to nis name or
or “Il the mare should start again, and ing
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
2.44,
2 37, 2 55 classes and a colt stake.
i8
win
the
race,
which
she
is
liable
to
do,
‘
responsible for the payment.
*
*
*
*
2. If a person orders his paper discontinued he I should be doing an injustice to the
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may con
W
arder
,
by
Belmont,
cam,
Water
ct other parties, and I am here to protect
tinue to send it until payment is made and collect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken
witch by Pilot Jr , made a record of 2.29%
m
them
as
well
as
you.
I
am
very
sorry,
1
from the office or not.
The courts have decided that refusing to take but I see no way by which I can allow at
8 Meadville, Pa., on the 7th inst. This
newspapers and perio<’ica1s from the office, or re
s the s:xth t f the produce of Water
moving and leaving them uncalled for, is prima her to start again.” This was clearly a mak<
1
*acie evidence of fraud.
to enter tne charmed circle, the
right decision, and admitted of no fur- witch
1
TELEPHONE C VLL, 14-3.
otheis
beirg Mambrino Gift, 2.20, Scot
ther discussion.
1
land,
2 22%, Viking, 2 19%, Waterloo,
•
*
♦
2
2.23%,
and Wavelet, 2.24%, the last three Auburn, Me., Friday, July 22, ’92.
A peculiarity of the kite track is as well as Warder, being by Belmont.
that the pole horse is liable to get the
10
for a subscription to a lively
♦
♦
♦
♦
matrimonial journal for old and young. *dAUBURN DAILY GAZETTE.• worst of the scoring. As they go
dress Orange Blossoms, Yarmoutbport, Mass.
On the 4th inst., at Meadville, Pa.,
The only daily in Auburn. P< pulation off around
,
1une9TFHly
the loop the “wrong way,” or gSunol trotted a mile in 2.1C% on the new
town 11,000. Gapiial of Ai dr,, -coggin C< urtk track, and at Philadelphia on the 7th
ty The liveliest daib in Marne.
leimsbyy to the right, the pole horse in on the kite
mail $5.00 per year; carrier $6.00.
(outside, and the turn is so short that, $
Nancy Hanks trotted in 2.11%.
like a platoon of infantry wheeling,
*
*
♦
♦
THE GRAND OLD CIRCUIT.
the pivot on which they turn has sim
The following is the programme offered
ply to mark time while the one on the bby the Mile Trtck Association of Old
The pioneer and vanguard or the
outside
has to double-quick. In the 0Orchard, for their summer meeting. Au
world’s greatest trotting events; that
same way while the horse in outside ggust 2, 3, 4 and 5. First day, Tuesday,
has accomplished more for the true
" position in the heat has simply to jog AAugust 2—2.40 class, purse $500, 2 30
interests of the American trotter, h s
around the loop, the pole horse is clflass, puise $500. Second day, Wednesbreeder and owner, more for the ad
strung out to his fastest clip. This iav, August 3—2.26 class, purse $5C0,
vancement and purity of the trotting
Third day,
’ must be kept up for an eighth of a 2J 34 class, purse $500.
turf than all other influences combined.
mile, if the pole horse reaches the wire Trhursday, August 4.—2.50 class, purse
It marches again in 1892, stronger,
’ on even terms. A better way, it |500, 2 22 class, purse $500. Fourth day,
more vigorous than ever; keeping step
1 seems to us, would be to grade the cn- FFriday, August 5—2.25 class, pacirg, purse
with the drum-beats of advancement
' tire loop, and then let the horses jog £5C0, free to all class, pacing, purse $500.
of this glorious sport. With startling down and wait until all were turned, EEntries will close July 25.
headlines the announcement appeared
the same as on a regulation track.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
and the seven meetings of which it con
♦
♦
♦
♦
Have in their yard one of the largest
sists, and at which $225,0000 in purs
South Mosmouth—Can you tell me the
The LUNT MARE. A mare who is rg
stocks of finished MONUMENTS and
es is hung up, comprises Philadelphia,
ecord of Joe Hopkii s, forma.ly owned by TABLETS
p
in New England.
Nr<» is the
Pittsburg, Cleveland, Buffalo, Rochest entitled to a place in the great brood ALugustus Rowe, East Winthrop, Me. He tii
time to purchase as the stock on hand will
mare
list,
is,
or
was,
known
as
the
ras f jaled in 1870, I think, and was by be
bt sold on the bases of Winter Prices.
er, Springfield and Hartford. Phila
Our price is the lowest and our work the
delphia opened the ball on July 12; Lunt mare, of Kennebunkpoit, Me. yyVinthrop Morrill. If you can tell me any- best
finished in this market. Call and ex
ai
this week Pittsburg following, and the She died several jears ago. She was a hing about him you will oblige a sub- amine
our goods and be convinced of our
light
chestnut
mare,
with
mane
and
cr
riber.
8
t
statement.
rest in the order lamed. Here the
tail
the
same
color,
stood
about
15J4
Answer—Joe Hopkins was a brown
largest purses are oflered,and the fastest
trotters meet. A valuable lesson is hands h'gh over the withers, and hoorse foaled in 1870, by Winthrop, dam by
learned by a study of the Grand Cir higher behind, and weighed about 01Hd Eaton. He was bred by Joseph
J. P. MURPHY,
1050 pounds. She had a remarkably kiiins of Monmouth, Me., and sold to A. C,
cuit races.
nice, clean head and ear, and a long, Rc^owe, East Winthrop. He made a record jg
♦
♦
*
*
3
MANAGER,
neck. She would have been about off 2.40%, at Damariscotta, Me.
C. J. Hamlin, the owner of the Vil- slim
1
D
exter
,
M
e
.
—
The
Horse
Breeder
says
had she lived. She
lage Farm, has always been a great ac- 25yerrsofa2e
‘
bred by Joshua Lunt of Kenne- lat the Batchelder Horse,or,as he is s0au
12] BATES ST.
mirer of team trotting, and in 1887 he was
1
Me., and was got by Victor, tinra es called, Penobscot Boy, is not standbegan to drive his two mares Belle bunkport,
1
J-OIXLA a EDWARDS
rd. What say you?
Hamlin and Justina to the pole, and on *son of Gifford Morgan. Victor was an
I will have a load of Conada Horses every WedLEWISTON, ME. ,nesday,
Answer. We do not assert that he is NEAR M. C. R. R.
and be at home the last four days of each
owned
at
the
time
he
sired
the
Lunt
November 3rd of that year gave them a <
apr 23S TFH 6m
’week nntil further notice. Telephone connection.
by B. F. Hamilton, Esq. of Mtaandard, as he is not registered as such,
pcle-record of 2 :18. Nothing further mare
1
who gives us this informa- bunt as he is the sire of Black Shan, 2.24,
was done with the daughters of Almont Biddeford,
1
In 1878 she dropped the bay e will bet a big apyle that he is eligible
Jr., until 1890, both having been trot- tion.
1
• registration under Rule 4, which proF. D., 2 24£, and a year or two
ting races each season, but in that year gelding
r
des that a horse that is the sire of one
we havn’t the exact date, the trQ
they were put to the pole and late in later,
1
otter with a record of 2.30, and has a
the season they trotted a mile at Inde- ch<
c stnut mare Minnie L., 2.23%. Both g-rre or dam already standard, is eligible,
by Emery Fearnaught, 3691, and Pe;enotccot Boy is by the Drew Horse, 114.
pendence, Iowa, in 2.13. In 1891 the were
'
mares failed to reduce their record, but' 1there is no doubt but they were both
Belle Hamlin and Globe trotted a mile out
( of the same dam. This would
Fanny
Witherspoon has held the twothe Lunt mare in the Great
J
in 2.14^, and Globe and Justina went „place
I
,
...
milile record, 4.43, since 1885. C. W.
mare list.
the distance in 2-15, thus making three Brood
1
"illiams announces that at the September
teams owned at Village Farm that bad
meettiog at Mason, la., he will send his
Frank Hayden, the well known greeat stallion Allerton against that time,
trotted a mile faster than any team
driver,
is again in Lewiston, and will anidj the odds are in favor of the ex-chamowned outside that establishment.
d
the fast pacer Bayard Vilkes this pl0on gaining a new record.
The present season Globe and Belle drive
d
Bayard Wilkes has served
3The Waters Stock Farm has sold to
Hamlin started out early, and after go- season.
s<
fifty mares, and his duties in the b«■ewer Pabst, of Milwaukee, the famous
ing fast miles at Philadelphia, New over
o
being nearly completed, he will youuDg stallion Faustino, 2.14%, at three
York and Albany, N. Y., they were stud
si
work on the track at an veaars old. Exported price, $25,000.
taken to Kirkwood, Del., where on commence
c<
da) . Hayden has been in the
VWhat promises to be a new star of the
July 4; h, driven by El. Geers, they early
ei
of E. D. Wiggin of Boston, firaist magnitude in the horse world has been
trotted a mile in 2.12. Both members employ
e
of the team were bred and raised by and
a drove Martha Wilkes to victory at disc(covered here, says the Stockton Mail,
in straight heats in 2.21%, Chele animal is a five-year-old Dexter
Mr. Hamlin, both were sired by Ham- Hartford
E
2.20, beating Aline, Diamond and Friiince gelding, and belongs to John Wall
lin’s Almont Jr., arid both were out of 2.21,
2.
V., but the mare has gone into of 1this city, brother to Thomas Wall, the
daughters of Hamlin Patchen, that Abbie
A
Doble’s hands, and Hayden, not fari•mer. The geldiDg has been worked co
was also bred and raised by Mr. Ham- Budd
B
to stay, as there were no other thei plow, but recently Mr. Wall thought
lin. Belle Hamlin was foaled in 1879, caring
ci
in the stable, has returned to he (could get speed out of the animal, and
and has a harness record of 2.12|. stars
st
*Globe was foaled in 1881 and has a Maine.
M
acc<jordingly began to train him as a fast
*
♦
•
♦
trottter. Last Thursday he had him shod
harness record of 2.19L Although
by Cochran,
(
and gave him a half mile
their record is away below that of any
Mark Littlefield of Auburn, has trialil at the race track. The animal made
other team the indications are that
1 half in 1.06. It is thought that when
they will yet trot to a lower one before aa horse that ought to suit any one in the
1 into good condition he can keep up the
want
of
a
fast
and
safe
roadster,
or
put
the close of the present season.
w
trotter. He is seven years old, stands 1 ck1 all the way around and make the mile
tr
♦
♦
♦
*
15%
hands high, and weighs 1000 in 2 12.
15
Isaiah Pompilly, the well known p<
pounds. He is chestnut in color, with
AIs showing that the business of breed
with certainty is still in its
starter, is by nature peculiarly fitted a narrow white stripe in the face, and ing trotters
1
for the position. He is a born horse- is
is a handsome, stylish fellow, and can i°famey, it may be said that sixty-eight
man, a man of commanding presence, gc
£O fast. How fast we do not know, mar<res of unknown breeding are in the list
and possesses rare good judgment, bi
but after a short ride b< hind him we of *great bruodmarts ard a still greater
Added to this he has had years of ex- ar
ire willing to be put on record as say- numnber whjse dams are unbraced
perience. Of course he has had his in,
ng that he is fast. He is a cheerful
hornless is again on the turf.
He
decisions questioned in some instances, dr
iriver, and afraid of nothing, and can
a the free-for-all at Salt Lake City,
and in some of them he may possibly be
)e driven by a lady with safety. lie Utatth recently, his fastest heat being 2.23%
have been wrong, for who of us is iss a good weight puller, and can go
A1it the same meeting Adelaide McGrego
there who has never made a mistake, do
lown the road and draw a wTagon with by Bonnie McGr g ,r won the three-yearbut of one thing we feel confident, and thi
he best of them. He was got by a son old rrace, fastest heat 2.28%
and that is his decisions are always of
>f Gilbreth Knox ; dam by Winthrop
xtell 2 12 as a three-year-old, and
honestly given, and in good faith. We M<
Jorrill.
Aiiei?rton 2 09%, no v the two most famous
have kno wn him for many years and
*
*
*
*
st’llilionB in the country, will come together
Java and Mocha — justly called “ The Aristocratic Coffee of America.** ~ '
have been associated with him in the
The following gentlemen : W. F. Todd, at StIt. Louis, Mo., Sept. 14th, for a puree
This is the Coffee served in the Japanese Garden at tb : Pure Food Exhibition.
judge’s stand, and not one thing §> .Stephens, M N. McKuaiek, Calais,S. F. of $$ln 0O0 Tnose horses were bred by
Always packed whole roasted (unground) in 2 lb. air-tight cans.
‘•crooked” have we ever seen. Justice Mi
V. Williams of Independence Iowa;
lurchie, Calais, E, W. Thompson, St. C. W
You can get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern Life. Address,
he tempers with mercy, but justice he Stt
Itephens, J. E Osborn, Milltown, C. H. weree foaled the s ime week, in tue same
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
has ever in view. At Old Orchard the Ch
1, and took their first lessors in the
"lark, St. Stephens, A. D. McFaul, barn,
We selZ, only to the trade.
nnvnnaa
an/1
awiirw
anare Dirigo Maid was distanced in the Ma
fachias, W, H Pike, Calais, C. B. Gard- same
*
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FRANKLIN HORSES*

HIGHLAWN,
1892.1

5679,

Son o± Alcantara.

| 1892.

Black roan horse, foaled'May 13, 1886; 15-3 hands high and weighs 1050 lbs. Dam, Skip (dam of Independence, 2 :.21/£, and
•Glenarm, 2 :23>£), by Gideon, sire of the darn of Nelson, 2 :10,Edna, 2 :24, etc.
Highlawn will make a short season at $25.00 by season, or $35.00 to warrant. Book early, as this is a special offer’for this
reason. His colts are very promising, having his fine finish and trotting action. For further particulars addressj
Jjj

H. B. WARDWELL, Lewiston, Me.

For two years I suffered everything but
death. Headache, distress after eating.
At no time was I free from pain, until
I commenced to use Groder’s Botanic
Dyspepsia Syrup, and I at once com
menced to gain. My he?r1 < it as though
the bandage had b.
and the
distress in my r oni;
s frequent.
Today I am u cIJ
.
-3 from pain,
and can eat any dnd ox f
at any tine
For two years I have .
1 free rom
Dyspepsia, so you see it is a permanent cure.
The curative power of this medicine is
truly phenomenal. I recommend it for any
kind of stomach trouble.
Charles W. Mower,
East Vassalboro, Me

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys
pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Ner
vousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregular
ity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Be
cause it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our

trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
WATERVILLE, MAINE.

THE JEWEL CASKET.

let dam of Claynos is Englewood, Full sister to Wedgewood (2.19), by Belmont (sire of Fred Arthur, 2.13%; Nutwood, 2.18MJ1 Wedgewood, 2.19;
Viking, 2.19>4, and 33 others). Dam of Chelton, 2.41 on % mile track; grandam of Springsteel,2.36
rik-XL 18
2nd dam. ib the Great Woodbine, Dam of Wedgewood, 2.19, sire of Favonia, 2.15, and 12 others In 2.30. Dam of Woodford Mambrino. 2.21%. sire of
Mambrino Dudley, 2.1<*%, and 11 others in 2.30. Dara of Monaco, sire of Edith It . 2.17X, and 6 others in 2.30. Dam of WeiBbaden, sire of Redbird, 2.23J.
Dam of Silence, dam of Borden, 2.28/Proctor, 2.19X.
Claynos’ oldest colts are now yearlings, and in every respect as tine a lot as can be found in New England. They are large and possess ^remarkable
trotting action.
jmbi
Claynos is not only one of the very best bred sons of the Great Onward, but also one of the best bred stallions to be found. It is producing and
?erforming blood from top to bottom and everywhere of the most fashionable strains—fiood of proven merit that wi'I command high prices anywhere,
t is a trotting inheritance so intensified that it cannot fail in reproducing itself. Clavnos was in training but six weeks last season, yet showed unmis
takably that he has game, is level-headed, and possessed of ajhigh rate of speed. We shall put him in training early in June, and are confident that he
will snow himself worthy of his great anoestry.
CLAYNOS stands at EAST CORINTH, Penobscot County, Maine.
FEE, $40 TO WARM AMT.

Stable closed Sundays.

Address,

J. D. COCHRANE, Saco, Me.; or J.JB. COCHRANE, East Corinth, Me.

JOHANN HOFF’S

J.

JVLinLES’S
CELEBRATED

EXTRACT MALT ELEA & LICE EXTERMINATOR
(German Manufacture) ;

Braddock Barley Malt;

Finch’s Golden Wedding,

Destroys all insects on Horses, Dogs
Cattle,

A VEGETABLE COMPOUND. WAR
RANTED SAFE AND RELIABLE.

Best for Family and Medicinal-Use.

J.H. COSTELLO & CO
154 A- 158 Beach Street,
BOSTON,

:

: MASS.

When Baby was sick, we gai e her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

Directions.—Rub well in with the hand.
Large bottles should be used at one applica
tion on Horses and Cattle. Small bottles
sufficient for Dogs.

Small bottles 50 cts. Large bottle $1.00.
—MANUFACTURED ONLY BY—

II. S. MOOR & CO.,

852 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

More turquoises are seen than any other
stone.
Silver gilt funnels are only recently
shown.
New card cases are covered with fine sil
ver tracing.
Candle shades of finely perforated enamel
are to be had.
The alligator finish is given to the bowl
of large spoons.
The atomizers in silver are now luxuri
ous with silver receptacles covered with
raised work.
Onyx ’bracelets faceted in squares and
rimmed with gold is an old mourning fash
ion re-established.
Small gold hairpins come in sets with
one largo pin. They have tops of trefoil
and flow^rs-de-luce.
None ofi the novelties in silver commend
themselves more than the toothbrush
stands. They are both simple and pretty.
A new mourning brooch is oval, slightly
concave and lusterless. In the hollow is a
spray of lily of the valley, double hearts or
leaf branch in pearls.
A novelty very pretty for the dinner
table is a sRver slipper with a high heel
and rosette, chased to imitate brocade.
This is filled with small ferns as a jar
diniere.
A gathering of tiny amethysts, arranged
so as to imitate a penny bunch of violets,
with a small diamond on the top, is adapt
ed to an evening party, on a white or light
gray corsage.
Numbers of skirt supporters are coming
in the market. They are something like
little chips in the form of flowers-de-luce
and other devices with chains and rings
for the finger.
A watch and chatelaine fashion belongs
to the season’s sports. A reefed sail makes
a chatelaine bar. A large horseshoe is an
other. An anchor and coil of rope is an
other. Two crossed tennis rackets serve
the same purpose.
Large services in cases of individual
salts, peppers, butter plates, salt spoons
and butter knives are now lavishly pre
sented. The daintiness of the gilt lined
salt spoons and the lovely little knives
makes them desired as wedding presents.—
Jewelers’ Circular.

CROWN AND SCEPTER.
The Prince of Wales blushes upon slight
provocation.
The young king of Spain, who is hardly
out of his cradle, is learning to ride both a
pony and a bicycle.
The chief amusement of the little girl
queen of Holland is to work in the garden
and feed her pigeons.
Queen Margherita of Italy wears a neck
lace of numerous rows of pearls, which is
increased by the row the king gives her
Of Frederick, Md., suffered terribly for over every year. The chain is too large to be
ten years with abscesses and running sores on pretty.
his left leg. He wasted away, grew weak and
The German emperor has a pet aversion
thin, and was obliged to use a cane and crutch.
Everything which could be thought of was done for short overcoats and shoes with pointed
without good result, until he began taking
toes. His clothes are ail made to fit him
snugly, particularly his trousers, which
inclose his leg as closely as a ballet dancer’s
which effected a perfect cure. Mr. Hauer is tights.
now in the best of health. Full particulars of
| The private apartments of Queen Vic
his case will be sentali who address
toria are hung with a series of paintings
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
j representing incidents in her domestic life
HOOO’8 PlLL8 are the best after-dinner Pills, since the time of her marriage. The latest
assist digestion, cure headache and biliousness.
addition is a picture of the christening of
the youngest child of Princess Beatrice.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

The breeding of nice horses in Franklin
county is right in its infancy, but the peo
ple are getting some gjod stock horses and
some fii_e brood mares, and in a few years
we shall see some horses in this section.
There are some excellent colts now.
Salem is a little town up among the hills
of North Franklin, but can boast of some
as good blooded horses as any town in the
state.
N. P. Harrs owns some of the best ones;
among them is a four-year-oll stallion,
Altus, Jr. He is dark brown, and stands
sixteen hands; Altus, Jr., is by Altus, he
by Alcantara and out of a Knox mare.
Mr.Harris has a suckling colt after Altus,
out of a standard bred mire by Gideon,
sire of the dam of Nelson (2 :10).
This is
une of the best gaited suckling colts I have
ever seen.
He also has another colt by Sir William,
by Messenger Wilkes, 2.23.
The dam of
Sir William was Sadie L., full sister to
Nelson, 2.10.
Mr. Harris has just bred Daisy Withers,
sister to C. T. L.,2 21, to Sidnut by Sid
ney, 2.19.
G. W. Hams has a yearling filly by

Also, 2.20*4*
by Backwaid, Jr., 2 22/4,
out of a mare by Hind’s Knox by Gen.
Knox. This colt is 15 hands high, well
broken to harness, and can show a three
minute clip.
From Salem your reporter went to
Kingfield and found that town fully up to
the standard in the horse line.
J. W. Oliver has a fine stock farm.
An
account of his horses was given a short
time ago, but there is one that deserves
special mention, a black filly, two years
old, by loans by Princeps and ouG of a
Shooting Star mare.
This colt stands
fifteen hands, is good style and a trotter.
G. N. Vose has a four-year-old stallion
by Daniel Boone out of an Eaton mare. He
is Day with black points, and has a small
strip in his face.
He has never been
handled for speed but is good gaited.
A. J. Hunnewell has an inbred Knox
mare that he is breeding to Redwood
Boone.
Jerrie Morrow’s brood mare, Gypsy
Knox,has a fine coit two months old by
Mountain Ledo. This mare has had two
colts before. One of them sold when three
years old for $600, and the other brought a
good prit*.
n.i 1. N. Stanley’s stock farm some good
horses were shown.
Lady Morrill by
Sherwood, by Tom Patchen, out of a mare
by Winthrop Morrill. Lady Morrill is the
dam of Grover Cleveland (2.29J4). She
has a coltl two months £old by Redwood
Boone.
w Mr. Stanley has; two full brothers to
Grover Cleveland, two and three years old,
that are fine acting colts. Also a standard
bred brood mare, Millie Thompson by
Prescott, a dam by Whalebone uKnox, and
several other gnod colts.
William Witham has a seven-year-old
stallion, Mountain Ledo, by Ledo, Jr., by
Ledo, by Rysdyk\Hambletonian, and out
of a mare by Old Drew (114).
He
stands sixteen hand?, is black, and good
style. He has been handled but little for
speed but has trotted quarters in a road
cart in 86 seconds.
Mr. Witham intends
to fit him for the track this fall.
Al. Brackley has a fine two-year-old stal
lion by Redwood out of a Shooting Star
mare. This colt is dark brown with one
white foot, and a small star in forehead*
He is a fine looking, good gaited colt.

EPICUREAN MORSELS.
The natives of the Antilles eat alligator
eggs and esteem them a great luxury.
Among the Digger and Ute Indians there
is no edible so highly esteemed as the com
mon grasshopper.
The Chinese silk^yeaver always eats the
chrysalis of the silkworm after he has un
wound the silk from around it.
Ant eggs is one of the most costly dishes
that the epicure of Siam can enjoy. Only
the nabobs can afford such a luxury.
The Cingalese always eat the bees after
robbing them of their honey. Caterpillars
and spiders are dainties among the same
people.
The negroes of the West Indies eat
baked, fried and boiled snakes of all kinds,
to say pothing of their feasts of palm
worms and smaller insects and “wigglers.”

PHILOSOPHICAL COGITATIONS.
Accept the truth, even though it hurts
you.
People never mean it when they say they
don’t care how they look.
The girl who tells all her troubles to her
mother is soonest rid of them.
We all make the mistake of believing
other people are not as smart as we are.
Boil sympathy down and you will find
the tears and sighs will evaporate and
leave nothing but curiosity.
It is bad enough to stand the ridicule
you deserve and cannot avoid; don’t do
foolish things you can avoid.
Half the trouble in the world is caused
by men trusting others too much. The
man who doubts the most suffers least.—
Atchison Globe.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

of them very expensive.
With your per
mission I will refer to them in my next
Perhaps no province m the Dominion cf letter.
Your issue of last week contained an ar Canada has made greater substantial pro
Both Charlottetown and Georgetown
ticle from my pen in relation to to the gress in breeding during the past ten years, parks are members of the National Trot
horse Walter D. now in training by Mr. than has this “the garden of the gulf,” and ting Association.
Cbas Haley, of this town.
I there pre having promised to contribute to your
Yours,
dicted that he would enter the charmed columns, I shall begin this my first letter
Index
circle within the next three months. by giving you a brief outline of what we Charlottetown, P. E. Island, July 4th.
Events are rapidly shaping themselves in have done, and are doing toward making
FAIRFIELD CENTRE.
that direction. Since then he has trotted Prince Edwards isl md “the home of the
in two important races and won them both. trotter.” Let us begin at our trotting parks
We will now take a look at some of the
At Livermore Falls, July 8, he was entered —for I can find no better index of progres
in the 2.35 race which he won in four sive breeding than in the opening of a larsr’ good ones around Fairfield Centre.
L. H. Tozier, Esq., has a bright bay
straight heats. The time, however, was no nnmber of new trotting parks every year,
faster than that he made at the race in St. and in this case, at least, a supply creates a mare by Fred Boone, five years oi l, that
can show 2 50.
This mare weighs 1075
George’s Park the previous week, 2 34%. demand—no horses; no tra?k required.
and stands 15-3%.
Also a four-year-old
Mr. Haley immediately took him to the
Less than ten years ago we had only two
great race that has recently been trotted half-mile tracks; one was fairly good,while mare by Edmunds Knox and out of a Drew
in Augusta, and as usual, captured all the the other had only the name to recommend mare, a^d a three-year old filly by Gol 1
honors. Pitted against him were some of it. Today we haveaoout twenty-five located Dust, dam Ida May, Hambletonian and
the fastest an I most gamey race herses in I in the principal points of the province. The English Chief. Mr. T« zler has some other
the state, not one of whom but what had a most of th ‘se tracks a”e good, some first- good stock.
We will now pass on to Mr. Rodney
record of less than 2.30.
One of these , class, while one in particular is not excelled
horses had a record of 2.28, but the won- in Canada or the United States. The park Jones, who by the way raised Present, the
derf il entrance of Walter D. combined ir question is situated just outside of this bay gelding now doing some speedy work
Mr.
with the level head and c^ol nerves of the capitol city, aud Is iwned and managed for Appleton Webb of Waterville.
Chas. Hal .y won the dayTht re were by the Char ‘■• town Driving Park associa Jones has a four-year-old out of same dam
as Present and sired by St. Eimo, also a
four heats trotted in this race and IT cky tion.
captured three of them and v a fist monev
Upon the grounds in front, and a short three-year-old by May Prince. *The fourin a purse of four hundred dollars. In the distance from the course have been erected year-old now has a colt by her side by Co’.
Livermore race he won a bandied dollars. magnificent buildings which are used chitfly Osgood.
Nelson Jones is the owner of the fourI was not present at either of these races for exhib:tioa purposes, while close be
and theref ire cannot describe them,but I am side and facing the tiack a grand stand of ycar-old stallion Freeman by Fred Boone
told that an audieice of 5000 persons went three stories had been built capable of seat by Daniel Boone, he by Rysdyk’s Hamble
wild over Walter D. as he swept under the ing some 3000 people. The first story of tonian, dam by Dr. Eranklin, he by Gen.
wire and won the race in 2.31%.
This is this buildi g is devoted to committee, sec Knox.
Freeman’s ihree*year-old record
getting perilously near the mark I s >t for ret iry, press and reception moms, nicely was 2.40%.
He won tbe three-year-old
him. Haley could put him in the charmed furnished, a number of ticket offices and a stallion cup at the State Fair last fall, also
circle tomorrow if he wished to do so. large restaurant. The second and third the stallion bridle awarded for fastest mile
Well may Ben Maxim be proud of his flats are comfortably fitted with seats and ot any three-year-old.
Mr. Jones also owns the bay horse,
noble horse. Mr. Haley has just returned the view from these points of the surround
to Searsmont with Walter D. and they are ing country, harbor and city is certainly Anderson, six years old by Fred Boone,
Anderson weighs
both eDjoying a much needed rest.
When beautiful. At the provincial exhibitio j and dam by Gen. Lightfoot.
the proper time comes you will hear from rases last year we had the pleasure of 1200, stands 15-3, well built and fine
Walter D. in the 2 25 class. As long as he meeting your Mr. Greely and the Hon. J. gaited.
Henry Tibbe's has a fine three-year-old
remains in the hands of Haley new sur P. Bass, both of whom expressed them
prises may continually be expected.
We selves as being delighted with our park.The Boone colt and other promising horses of
al! bands feel like celebrating his latest former gentleman informed your corres the same stock.
William Jones is the owner of a fine
victories, and through the columns of your pondent that he had never seen its superior.
pap r I will simply echo the general senti Said he : “Your track is one of the very brood mare by Dani.d Boone, eight years
ment- long may he wave.’
best I have ever seen, if not the best,while old, that can show 2.38. He also has a fine
L. C. Bateman.
your buildirg* and their appointments are colt, five years-old, by Fred Boone, a dark
grand.” It is wonderful the impression bay mare, weighs 1100, stands 15-2, dam
The corstant interference of an own*r which the opening of this park has made Knox marc.

SEARSMONT, MAINE.

with the work of bis trainer is a most
serious hindrance to the latter and ii at the
same time most annoying.
No trainer can
bring about the best results with another
person constantly meddling with his work
and ordering this change and that when the
better judgment of th? ex >ert tells him that
nothing of the kind is needed. There are
owners of course like Hamlin and Salisbury
who have a broad experience, and a knowl
edge of every detail of the business second
to no trainer, but such men are only ex
ceptions to the g neral ru’e.
Most people
hire a trainer because they know him to be a
mechanic and pay him a price above what
the labor he performs would be worth, on
account of his technical knowledge of the
trade. The actual labor which he performs
might be worth forty dollars a month if
done under the direction of another, but
for Ins skill and experience he is paid sev
eral times this amount.
He is paid extra
wages for extra qualifications, and if he is
not allowed to exercise these he feels like
a chump. Then, too, the public judges a
trainer by his success, and does not in
quire whether be is handicapped by his
employer or not. If you know more about
training than the man you employ to do it
for you let him go and train your own
horses; if otherwise, let him pursue his
own methods.—American Trotter.

Every now and then there is an item
seen floating around telling of the harmful
effects of breeding two-year-old fillies.
Here in Western New York, whare all the
b;g breeding establishments have tried
breeding fillies at two years of age, no
harmful results have been noticed By
looking through the Village Farm cata
logues of different years one will see that
many of the mares began breeding at two
years, and it will be noticed that Kate
Patchen was foaled in 1878, bred to Al
mont Jr. in 1880, and produced a foal in
1881 that is now known as Globe, 2.19% to
harness and 2.12 to pole. Jennie Jackson
was bred to Chimes as a two-year-old and
produced a foal known as Midnight Chimes
that the writer saw trot a mile in 2.26 a few
day8 ago. At the Jewett Farm, too, the
same practice has been tried and with no
bad results. Miss Koch by Homer, was
foaled in 1885, bred to Jerome Eddy in
1887, and a year later produced a foal that
last year, undc-r the name of Octo, took a
three-year-old record of 2 30.
In the
cases on these farms where mares were
bred as two-year-olds, of course fillies of
fair size were selected and in all casts they
grew and developed fully as well as those
fillies of the sime age that were not bred,
and it was also noticed that they bad no
more trouble in foaling than oldei mares
had. That the owners of these breeding
establishments are convinced that two-yearold fillies can be bred without any harm is
evident from the fact that the this year’s
catalogues of both farms show that more
fillies of that age have been bred this year
than ever before at those establishments.
—Horse World.

LETTER FROM P. E. ISLAND.

upon the breedir g interests of this country
and province. It has aroused from leth
argy old breeders, and its facilities for
sport and training purposes have caused
many new comers to enter the field. A
friendly rivalry has been created to own
:he best and fastest horse, and now, injtead of breeding to the “first horse which
vhich should happen to come that way,”
t has set the breeders thinking and to
o iking after individuality and hunting up
jedigrees for speed.

In short it has proved a splendid school.
SVe have bad in consequence a large imloitation of richly bred stallions and a few
jood Drood mares.
Nor has it stopped here, for our capitalists
md many of our young men have turned
h4r attention to this subject and have
ound that judicious breeding yields large
eturns. And I may state here that if there
3 any place on the face of creation where
tock raising can be made pay, that place
3 certainly Prince Edward Island, where
xcellent pasturage is to be had, plentv of
ood hay at $7 to $10 per ton, oats 28 to
5 cents per bushel, (34 pounds), potatoes
4 to 18 cents, carrots 18 cents, turnips 12
o 14 cents and other rations iif proportion,
Then, too, our people afe becoming eduated in the nature of race meetings. A
ew years ago it was thought that the race
ourse was made for the accommodation of
oughs and those who believed in gambling
nd fighting, but, happily, the tide of pubc opinion has turned, and now some of
ur most popular and eloquent clergy fi id
onest enjoyment, recreation and pleasure
i witnessing a closely contested race. This
jasitshou'd be, for their presence cerlinly lends grace to the occasion.
But to
ur subject. Charlottetown is not alone in
ossessing good trade. Summerside k the
rest, Georgetown and Souris in the eastrn part of the Island are pressing us h^rd
or honors, and their meetings alway bring
ut a splendid field of horses.
The places named are the principle cenres of the three counties composing the
’rovince. Numerous other track are scat?red here and there within easy access,
nd are liberally patronized by breeders
i d the public generally.
To give you an idea of our stui I may
jention such horses as Preceptor, Sunny
Jlime, Elmo, Golden, Bronze Chief. Exeutioneer, Bel-Kiiser, Parksi le, three-yearId record one half-mile track 2.34%,
idministrator, Hernando, Dean Swift,
•rayton, Principal, Westlawn and Balston,
rhile we have a host of others considered
y some superior to those named.
I have not given pedigrees for yuu have
Vallace at your elbow.
What we seem
o be lacking of just now is more really
irat-class brood mares.
Abdallah Mesenger and All Right (tbe pioneer standard
taliioDs) did good service, but so eagerly
ras their stock purchased and sent away
hat few now remain for brood purposes.
? iis difficulty, however, will soon be overome, thanks to the stock farms which are
,lso becoming quite numerous, and some

COTTOLENE
READ! MARK!

LEARN!

—AND—

INWARDLY DIGEST.
Life and health depend upon
wholesome digestible food. Food
to be easily digested must be prop- .
erly prepared. This means good
choking, and a good cook must
have healthful fine flavored ma
terials. People are everywhere
awaking to the importance of
greater care in the selection of
food materials.
COTTOLENE

TAKES THE LEAD

Among cooking materials, be
cause pies, biscuits, and pastry
are better flavored, more delicious
and more nutritious than food
prepared with animal fat. We in
clude also everything FRIED such
as potatoes, eggs, fish, mush,
hoiirnjy, etc., etc.
Everybody knows that vege
table food is, in the long run, far
more readily assimilated by the
digestion than animal products.
COTTOLENE
is essentially a vegetable prepa
ration and is guaranteed to be a
sure preventive of dyspepsia.

Walter Gifford has a prize in Van Helmont Jr., the winner of the three-year-old
race at Waterville, June 16.
This stallion
is by Van Helmont, and out of a mare by
Royal Knox, grandam Enfield, color black
with good points, and can easily show a 40
gait.
The McCorkells have a fine four-yearold
bay horse; Gen. Harrison, s red by
<
Gerald
’s Broadway, dam Drew and Fear
<
naught,
aho some other good colts now at
i
]pasture.
These are a few of the good horses in
-Fairfield, but will serve to show that Fairfield
horse raisers appreciate good stock
1
1and good stock only.
One significant feature is the care which
1is being taken in most instances to have the
(dam well bred as well as the horse, the
1neglect of which is the cause of many
ccostly colts of ordinaiy qualities.

Try

Worcester
Salt
and See.

J . W. L.

HORSE NOTES.
John P. Gibbs, formerly of Bangor, and
conce a well kcown Maine driver of trotters,
jis now one of the most popular trainers at
j
Fleetwood
Park, New York City.

Satnley Bisbee, of Buckfield, has just
8sold to parties at No. Berwick a brown six*
year-old
mare (pacer) by Robinson D.
y
2.23%;
dam by Black Sultan; 2d dam by
2
Howes
’Bismark. She was 16 bands high,
1
and
an extra good looker.
a
The rule is that the purer the blood the
11more prepotent, the more impressive it will
prove
in transmission. Breed a ocongrel
P
to a thoroughbred and the produce vill in
nine
cases out of ten show more of the
n
thoroughbred than of the mongrel quality.
But,
after all, the quality of prepotency
1
11is rare, and sometimes the pureit-bred ani
mals
evince it in a greatly inferior degree
n
to that shown by those of less regal
blood. An instance in point is the roan
Bmare that produced Wood’s Hambletooian.
All things considered, possibly Hambletonnian never got a more prepotent son than
Alexander’s Abdallah, a bay, but the fruit
of his loins through the roau mare of un
known blood was the roan horse Wood’s
Hambletonian.
And the color has followed
1
the
tribe persistently. We have known
1
ccases where daughters of Wood’s Hamble
tonian were bred to strongly-bred and im
pressive
bay horses, and tbe resulting fillies
1
again
bred to great trotting stallions of bay
a
0or brown color, and yet the color of the
dam of Wood’s Hambletonian remained in
the
t blood to the fourth and fi fth generation.
And if the color is thus stubbornly trans
Dmitted how shall we essay to dispute that
other
dominent qualities are traceble to the
0
same
source? The blood of the roan mare
®
is
1 not recorded in the books, but probably
aa current from some great pure source
coursed
through her veins. The gelding
c
Harry McNair, who won at Old Orchard,
is
11 a roan in color, and he was by Alleghany
Boy, a son of Wood’s Hambletonian-

Nicholson’s Liquid Bread,

28 cts. per bottle, $3.00 per dozen.

Hoi e’8 Malt Extract (Tarrant’s),

30 cts. per battle, $3.25 per dozen.

ULuef’s Malt Extract (Eisner’s),

80 cts. per buttle, $3.50 per dozen.

Duffy’s Malt,

75 cts. per bottle, $9.00 per dozen.
St. Jacob’s Malt,
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

75 cts. per bottle, $9.00 per dozen.
Bates’ Malt,

70 cts. per bottle, $8.00 per dozen.
Send for Price List.
GEO.
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this question, and Pike’s voice trembled Che man—gave the act no other thought,, hir
dia e pistol of the man in butMs he replied:
indeed, than the fact that these men,, ternut, Mr. Williams’ son, whose left
“I’ve done gone tole her and Minny;
t hand held the leashed dogs.
both took on mighty bad; but I tried to without reason, were about to drag him
“Wa’al,” said Jack Hurd, as he un
cheer ’em, and I allowed yo’ wus more from his home, and it was the innate im buckled his belt and let his pistols fall
pulse of resistance and defense that im
stiddier,
and
that
ef
so
be
I
didn
’
t
never
By ALFRED R. CALHOUN.
» to the ground, “I ’reckon ez how I mout
come back, yo’d be home to keer fo’ pelled the blow. But no matter the1 ez well surrendah to vou uns.”
motive,
the
Confederate
captain
lay
dead
Yo’ve got a heap sight
The sergeant in command, with much
[Copyright, 1892, by American Press Associa the place.
better head’n me, Jack, and though I on the hearth.
tion.!
prudence, bound Jack's arms behind
No
sudden
remorse
came
to
Jack
know yer heart’s sot onto the Union,
him, then a fire was lit and breakfast
CHAPTER I.
yo’ll not leave the folks at home. And, Hurd; the dormant tiger in his nature (ooked, one of the men undertaking to
At the beginning of the war the ole feller, I don’t want yo’ to feel hard was aroused to fury at the sight of blood feed the pri3C’uer.
Widow Hurd and her family lived up in agin me; I’m powaliful bad cut up, but and the realization of the wrong pro
‘ Whar’s you uns agwine to take me?”
posed and the indignity offered by these asked
Jack Hurd, when breakfast was
the mountains about twenty miles south I’m pleedg’d to go.”
men.
He
raised
the
ax
again,
and
the
Pike drew his coat sleeve across his
over and preparations for the return
east of Jacksboro and on a little branch
other
man
would
have
shared
the
fate
of Clinch river, which tears through the eyes and reached out his hand, and tak of his captain had not Minny thrown‘ march were completed.
it in his own strong grasp Jack i
Cumberland range an hour’s march ing
| “Down to Knoxville,” said the sersaid: “Pike, every hour in the day I’ll herself on her brother’s arm.
The young man saw in an instant that: geant.
away. The W idow Hurd was a woman pray God to damn the Confedacy, but
of marked character. When a child she to save yo’ and to send yo’ back safe. the time had come when he, too, must
“And what ’ll you uns do with me
had lived for some years at Tazewell, Hit may be that 2’11 have to take sides, leave his mother’s house if he wouldI ater that?”
save
not
only
his
freedom,
but
his
life.
where she learned to read and write, ac but if I do and we uns should meet in
“Try you for murder and hang you at
complishments which in themselves the battle, I’ll not raise my hand agin He hurriedly bound the captain’s com; wons’t,” said the sergeant.
were sufficient to distinguish her among my brother, and 1 know, Pike, yo’ll not panion, then he went into the other half I This information made no change in
her unlettered neighbors. Twenty years draw a bead on a man that yo’ think of the double log cabin and put on his1 the face or bearing of the prisoner; in*
pistols and took down his rifle.
before the war, her husband had been is me.”
deed, he laughed and his white teeth
“Whar’s yo’ gwine?” asked his mother, gleamed like those of a tiger.
killed in an election quarrel at Jacks
More demonstrative men would have
boro, leaving her three children—two shed tears and perhaps have embraced who, with Minny, had followed him.
j One week after this Jack Hurd was
“I’ll be ’bleeged to go no’th,” he re thrown into the jail at Knoxville, which
boys and a girl, the latter being the at this sad parting, but the brothers
youngest and at this time in her twenty- simply withdrew their hands. Jack plied.
was packed with “traitors,” as the Union
“And fight?”
first year. Mrs. Hurd, thrown on her stepped to one side; Pike flung himself
prisoners were called. The Knoxville
“
Yes,
mother;
that
’
s
all
ez
is
left.
”
own resources, cultivated her hilly farm into the saddle and rode down the trail
papers gave long accounts of the murder
“And you’ll fight agin Pike?”
with more success than her husband leading to the south.
of Captain Field and the “gallant cap
“I’ll fight agin his side, but ef so be ture of the notorious desperado.” The
had ever done. Her prosperity was in
After waiting till the rider was swal
marked contrast with that of her shift lowed up in the shadows and the tramp hit comes in my way to help him. I’ll do news was supplemented by the statement
less neighbors, all of whom declared ing of the horse died out, Jack went on hit jest as if thar had never come no that Jack Hurd would at once be tried
that “the Widow Hurd was jist a-spilin to the house, where he found his mother wah,” said Jack hoarsely.
by a court martial, and, as there was no
The preparations for Jack’s flight doubt of his guilt, his death by hanging
her young uns” when she sent them for and sister in tears. He tried to cheer
several years to school in the beautiful them up by telling them that Pike would were as sudden as the act that made it a would follow.
mountain town where she had herself soon return, for it was not in his nature necessity.
Mrs. Hurd had learned of her son’s
“Let that stranger loose after I’ve had icapture, and the day following his ar
received her limited education.
to submit to discipline such as Ife under
Minny Hurd was the belle of the stood the officers required of their men. a good start,” he said.
rival at the Knoxville jail she was there,
Mrs. Hurd sobbed and clung to him. but the authorities would not permit her
mountains, and the admiration she ex
“Pike will lick his captain and then
cited in the breasts of the young men of he’ll come back home,” said Jack; but She loved Pike as much as she did her to see her son. She did, however, find
that region led to more than one en though he hoped for this his heart told firstborn, but Jack had become more 'Pike, who was then attached to a battery
counter. Jack Hurd and his brother. him that a shadow had fallen on the lit essential to her. Ever since reaching stationed in the city.
Pike, were as near of an age as brothers tle family that would never again be manhood he had taken from her shoul
“Jack wasn’t to blame,” said Mrs.
ders the burden she had borne so long Hurd to her Confederate son. “They
well could be who were not twins, and lifted.
the resemblance was quite as striking
Jack Hurd kept on with his work, af and so uncomplainingly. “They mout ’a was fo’ carryin him off by force and they
as if they had been. They were tall, fecting to pay no heed to the battle left me one! Oh, God! they mout ’a’ left drawed their weapons, and thar was him
athletic young fellows, with the keen Bchoes ringing through the Cumberland me one!” sobbed the poor woman.
^with the ax he had been choppin with
gray eyes and thick dark hair so char valleys or to the rumors that the Con Jack kissed his mother and sister and fen his hands. He mayn’t ’a’ meant to kill,
acteristic of the pure blooded mountain federate authorities were about to begin there were rings of moisture about his 'but hit was all so suddent no one didn’t
men. It was through their mother’s in Donscripting. But Jack Hurd cleaned gray eyes as he turned away from the have time to think, and now Pike they
fluence and the memory of their father’s dis rifle and oiled his revolvers and mold house and set his face to the hills sweep say ez how they’ll hang yer brother, my
sad ending that they avoided drink.
Jack, jist coz he dared to be a man.
bullets—not an unusual thing at this ing off in rugged ridges to the north.
These brothers had slept together ed
After he had been gone an hour or Can’t you uns help?”
season,
when
the
farm
work
was
over
since childhood, played together and xnd game was fat and abundant in the more Mrs. Hurd released the prisoner, I “By the Great Eternal?” hissed Pike;
worked together, and so it came about
But the mother and sister, watch- who at once made his way to the ren “ef so be they hangs Jack, then I’ll give
that they not only looked alike, but they fills.
ng
his
serious face as he made these dezvous at Williams’ store. Here there ’em the same kind of a job on me. But
thought alike, and the neighbors often preparations,
were forty Confederate soldiers guard let we uns wait and see what thar sot tojokingly said that “the Hurd boys were paring to hunt.knew that he was not pre ing about the same number of moun do. They can’t expect me to stand by
too doggone fond of each other jever to
One day in late November Jack, who taineers who had been conscripted that and not do a d—d thing.”
git married.” But when the first rum svas cutting wood up the mountain side, day.
The next morning a drumhead court
blings of the war went echoing through leard his sister’s hallo and saw her sigThe news of the killing yof Captain ^as convened in the court house. It
the mountains a change came between laling from the knoll above the house Field created a great sensation at the was not legal, for Jack Hurd was not a
the brothers. Wiser men than the :or him to come home. When he joined store and forced on the people a realiza- ,feoldier, nor was it necessary, for the
young Hurds would be puzzled to give Minny she said: “Thar’s two sojer men tion of the fact that the war had actual- jmeinbers had already made up their
a good reason for their sympathies and j town to the house, and one of ’em’s tit ly come to these mountains.
minds to make bji example of the pris
prejudices, but the widow noticed that ■ ivated all to death with gold lace and
A detail was dispatched to Mrs. Hurd’s oner, an example that would strike ter
Pike, her youngest boy, was away at ( lich fixins. And they sez ez how they’ve to bring back the body, and every guard 'ror to the hearts of the Union men, who
Williams’ store a great deal, where a ( ;ome to talk with we uns and to see yo’.” that could be well spared was sent into were far more numerous than the south
Knoxville paper that favored secession
Jack Hurd entered the house and was the mountains to capture Jack Hurd, iern sympathizers in East Tennessee. The
was taken and read by the proprietor to ( ;onfronted by a man in a gray uniform and Williams, the storekeeper, who had ■next morning Jack Hurd, with hand
the crowds of mountain men who now . md with a sword hooked to his belt.
strong southern svmnathies. declared (cuffs on his wrists and a strong guard
made that place a rendezvous.
“My name is Captain Field, and I am that they’d “have to kill Jack to bring t about him, was marched into the room
him back without danger.”
Mi’s. Hurd also noticed that there was 3 i> mustering officer,” said the man.
the court, composed of uniformed
Mr. Williams had two bloodhounds, where
a cloud between the boys. They began
“Wa-al, I ain’t got no objections,” said
officers,
was assembled.
and at his suggestion these creatures Ii As soon
to work apart, and their relations be lock.
as Jack was seated, a woman
were
taken
down
to
the
Widow
Hurd
’
s
■
came more and more strained, though
“Will you please to answer me a few and placed on the trail of the fugitive. broke through the line of guards, and
never from first to last did a harsh word [uestions?
” said the officer.
up she threw her arms about
“The hounds may come up with my (rushing
pasBj nor was an angry look given.
“Let’s hear ’em.”
him and called out:
Jack,
”
said
the
widow
when
the
dogs
Mrs. Hurd, from whose lips 1 learned
“What is your full name?” and Cap- started off, “but they won’t make nothin I “My son! my son! 1’11 die with yo’ or
most of this story, was a strong Union ain
Field took out a memorandum by hit, nor will them ez toilers the for yo’!”
woman, but she avoided as much as j >ook and
< The officers were for putting the poor
prepared to write.
trail.”
jheartbroken woman out. but thev were
possible the discussion of the all absorb “Jack Hurd.
”
If Jack had had time to advise with <changed by the appearance of Pike Hurd,
ing question then agitating the land and
“How old are you?”
his Union neighbors, he might have had pwno advanced, and laying ms hand on
dividing her boys.
“
Twenty-five.
”
company in his flight, but he knew that «this mother’s shoulder said, with a fierce
“Pike grows more and more in temper
“How tall?”
his safety depended on his getting out path:
x
like his pore father that’s dead and
“ ’Bout six feet, I reckon.”
(of the state as soon as possible. Like all |! “This woman is my mother and I’m
gone,” said Mrs. Hurd one day to her
“How is your health?”
the mountaineers, he was a fast and a a« Confedrit sojer. Let any man dar to
daughter, “and Fin powerfully skeert,
“Tollable, thank you.”
tireless walker, and he had the advan- lay
J
his hand on her, and by G—d I’ll
Minny, that he’ll start off fust thing we
“
Quite
strong,
eh?
”
him dead har or outside!”
tage of knowing all the trails up to the Strike
t
know and become a sojer.”
“
Well
—
fa
’
r.
”
Kentucky line, and even as far north as j! The officers whispered together, and
“He told me,” said Minny, “that he
“Eyesight good?”
(
Cumberland.
1they decided to let Mrs. Hurd remain,
thought he felt ’bleeged to go. Last
reckon so. But what in blazes do
For forty-eight hours he kept on, halt- but
I Pike was excluded from the court.
night he cleaned up his rifle and fixed o“’ Iwant
to know them things fo’?” de- jing now and then at some spring to !: The only witness for the prosecution
his saddle, and I noticed that he sot the & landed Jack.
(
quench his thirst and to eat sparingly of 5was the man who was present when
traps away when Jack, he showed up.
” responded the officer, as he 1the supply of oread and meat his sister baptain
Field was killed. He told his
<
Hit’s mighty hard to think that them nt“Well,
the book, “we are sent into ]had thoughtfully placed in his haver- Istory
forcibly and with a great attention
f
two boys that’s alius been so lovin is now * heseaway
by General Ledbetter fsack. But there is a limit to the endur- jtJto effective detail. The finding of the
so sot agin each other. The wah ain’t t o findmountains
out what men are fit for duty in ance
,
of even so strong and resolute a Iccourt was a foregone conclusion, as was
a comin har no how, and I can’t see that . he .army.
You are just the man for Jman as J ack Hurd. It was near sunset !the
t
sentence, but as a matter of form
we uns is called on to bother.”
soldier,
Mr.
Hurd,
and
I
propose
to
,
when he left home, and the third sun |J(Jack was asked if he had any evidence
Minny Hurd had good reason for this end you on to Knoxville.”
,was setting to the left when he lay down tto offer in his own behalf.
belief. As yet the war was far off. A B “Whether I’m willin or no?”
to rest, with a towering rock at his back
“Yes!” shrieked the mother. “I’m his
great battle had been fought in Virginia,
“You certainly must be willing.”
fand a clear space in front.
leevidence, and you uns haz got to har
and stories of skirmishes in the moun
“
But
I
’
m
not!
”
He slept long and soundly, for when eme!”
tains away to the north were told to the
’m sorry for that, but 1 must carry jhe awoke the light of another day was
The officers whispered together and
anxious groups that now daily assembled ut“Iorders.
to get ready. A lot fturning to opal the clouds resting on ddecided to let her speak. No oath was
at Williams’ store and often remained o f conscriptsPlease
will be assembled this the higher peaks. Indeed, he might have !aiadministered, nor was there any attempt
till far into the night discussing the situat Williams’ store.”
gslept still longer had he not been rudely tto cross question her after she had con
ation. But there was no elevation or e vening
“And you’ll urge me to fight whether (disturbed by the whimpering of the ccluded.
valley of the Cumberland range that j want
to or no?”
>
jleashed hounds and the loud voices of I' With an awful if not convincing ear
was to escape the contest, no family
“
Oh,
I
’
m
sure
you
will
want
to,
”
t
men.
fej estness, for she felt that she was fight
among the scattered settlements that , luglied the officer.
He sprang to his feet and reached for iiing for the life of her firstborn, Mrs.
was not to be drawn into the struggle.
1
“And yo’ll ’bleege me fo’ to leave my his rifle, which he had left resting JEHurd told the story from beginning to
Jack Hurd was a quiet, undemonstra
and sistah har all alone by thar- gxgainst the rock at his back, but it was eend. With much force she dwelt on the
tive man, but like all such natures he lother
whin the other boy has gone and jin the hands of another man, and its i:ifact that she was a widow, and that one
had strong feelings, and once he had jls
tmuzzle was pointed at his heart. He oof her sons had already enlisted in the
made up his mind it was impossible to J ned you uns?”
“
Yes;
those
are
our
orders,
”
said
the
shrew back his hand to his pistol belt, CConfederate army. “Jack Hurd would
change him. It was known to his fam ficer.
ily and friends that “Jack Hurd was 0
but a stern voice called out:
fa[a’ been no son of mine if he let them
“Go back to them as sent yo’ and tell
powahfully sot agin the Confederacy,”
“Ha, drop that ’ar pistol, Jack Hurd, s<sojers tote him off—tote him off from
and equally well known that “Pike was ’€ m ez how Jack Hurd sez he’ll see yo’ cyr ver a dead man!”
hhis home and my home without a fight.
sot agin the Union,” but this difference a id Jeff Davis and the hull Confedacy
£Ie hit for his liberty, fo’ thar ain’t no
between brothers was so common as to <1 —d afoah he’ll fight fo’ ’em! I’m Union,
coward blood in his veins. His heart,
excite no comment.
I am, and if so be I’ve got to shoulder a
jwas sot onto the Union, but fo’ my sake
One moonlight night late in October, ri fle it’ll be dead agin yo’ uns. Now git
and the sister’s sake he allowed to staj
Jack Hurd was coming home from the o it of this house,” and Jack Hurd drew
iiome; so let him go back with me and
on me narrow trail leauing uown w ms h iinself ujj and pointed to the door.
thar won’t be no moah trouble from Jack
mother’s farm he came face to face
The officer did not know human naHurd, ef So be you uns stay away. Ain’t
with Pike, who had his rifle on his ti ire of the mountain variety very well,
that fa’r?”
shoulder and was leading his saddled 01 ;herwise he would never have atI Jack told his own story, and he ended
horse.
mpted to force Jack Hurd out of that
by asking the officers if each of them
>use at the point of his revolver. He
would not have done as he did under the
“Pars like’s ef yo was agwine to ride,”
same circumstances.
3aid Jack.
w as in the act of drawing his pistol, as
as his companion, when the young
[TO EE CONTINUED.]
“Yes; Ize agwine fo’to ride,” coughed
ant,
who
still
held
in
his
right
hand
Pike.
.
P
“W’ich way?”
. e ax with which he had been chopng, swung the weapon above his own
“Knoxville way.”
sad and brought it down, blade fore“Fo’ shuah, Pike?”
on the head of the unfortunate otnChildren Cry for
“Yes, Jack, fo’ shuah.”
cc ost,
r. The other man was seized by Mrs.
“And ye’ll jine the Confedacy?”
tt
urd and her daughter and the pistol
“Yes, I allow to do hit.”
is tom from his hand.
“And the mother?”
The mountaineer did not mean, to kill He threw back his hand to his pistol belt Pitcher’s Castorla.
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r For Sale.
PAIR OF SORREL GELDINGS
“Dandy” and “ Dude.’'

Dandy
is 7 years old, about
1100
pounds,
sound, kind, good roadster and just the
horse for your wife, providing she leaves
the whip in the socket.

He is a Pet and a Beauty,

Du.de
is 8 years old. about 1100 pounds
sound, kind and just the horse for you if
you enjoy the “get there” kind

A Great Roadster.
Together they travehas one horse, make
a pretty, stylish team that will take you
9 miles an hour with ease and comfort. If
you want a horse for your wife, a horse for
yourself and a natty team for you both,

uly30-ly

ADDRESS, BOX 141,
MANCHESTER, N. H.

L
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BOSTON MAaS.
Boston, Jul} 13.—There was a big atten
dance at Mystic Park today.
2.30 class. purse $500.
Pilot, bg
1 1 1
Athlete, br g
2 2 3
Puritan, b g
4 3 2
John B. Gordon, b g
3 4 4
Time—2.27%, 2.25%, 2.27%.
2.24 PACING. PURSE $50 ’.
Psyche, sp m
2 12 11
Dr. M. br g
1 2 3 3 2
Ralph D. br s
4 3 12 3
Warren H. b g
3 dis
Col. Taylor, br s
5 dis
Time—2.23%, 2.24%, 2.27%, 2 26%, 2.28%.
2.27 CLASS. PURSE $500.
Classmate, br g
111
Resolute, g s
3 2 4
Lady Thompson, gm
2 6 6
Jim Graham, eg
9 7 2
Donald, blk s
4 5 7
Terragon, b g
6 4 3
Little Sport, g g
8 3 5
Etta Wilkes, b m
7 9 9
Happy Home, b g
5 8 8
Time- 2 24%, 2.24%, 2.23%.
Boston, July 14.—There was great racing
at Myatic Park folay. Nominator went lame
and was drawn after the fourth heat m the
2.24 races.
2.29 PACING. PURSE $500
Little Rocket, b g,
4 111
Cromwell, Jr. b h,
2 2 3 3
Hazel Kirke, blk m,
3 3 5 2
Milan, b s,
1 dis
Time, 2.25%, 2.29%, 2.253%, 2.29%.
2.19 glass, turse $500.
Jesse HansoD, b g,
3 111
Daphine, b m,
12 4 4
Lightning, b m,
5 3 2 2
Etta K., bm,
2 4 3 3
Gratz, b g,
4 5 5 5
Time, 2.20%, 2.20%, 2.203%, 2.21.
2.24 class, purce $500.
C. T. L., ch g,
5 6 3 2 1 1 1
Elynna, bm,
6113 2 22
Archie B., ch g,
2 3 5 4 3 ro
R. D. F., blk, g,
3 5 6 5 4 ro
Nominator, b s,
1 2 2 1 dr
Maggie T., bm,
44465 ro
Merry Bird, br s,
7 dis
Time. 2.23%, 2.21%, 2.21%, 2.21%, 2.21%,
2.27, 2 25.
The July meeting at Mystic Park closed
this afternoon.
2.34 class, purse $500.
Blonde Beauty, ch m,
114 2 1
The Bull, pg,
3 4 112
Queen Esther, br m,
23 2 3 4
Rosewood, b m,
42 3 4 3
Neponaet, ch s,
5 5 dr
Time, 2 303%, 2.31, 2.30, 2.313%, 2.33.
tree for all, purse $500.
Bunco Jr., b g,
111
Budd Doble, pg,
3 2 3
Jewett, blk g,
2 3 4
Queen Gothard, b m,
4 4 2
Time, 2.2is%, 2.153%, 2.17%.

HORSES.

Mr. Tonthaker ha9 some nne colts by
Patchunter. One a black three-year-old
mare, dam by Larkin’s Knox, second dam
by Troublesome. Also a giod acting year
ling, dark brown, out of a mare by Lord
Nelson.
He also has a fine three-year-old
colt, Bonfire, by Allectus, out of a Flying
Eaton mare. Bonfire is a bay with black
points.
He Is a good looking, well shaped
horse, and will be speedy.
Geo. Ross has a three-ycar-old stallion,
Fred, by Patchunter, dam by Trouble
some. Fred is a dark bay colt, good
gaited, and with handling ought to show up
well.
J. B. Tootbaker has one of the best act
ing Allectus colts in tnwn, Tommy L., out
of a mare by Tom Lu g, by Gen. Knox.
He is a bay with black pointe, two years
old. He has been harnessed but few times
but can show a good gait.
M. E. Lamb has a golden chestnut
stallion, three years old, by Allectus, out
of a mare by the Lambert Horse.
He
stands 15-2, is fine gaited and with handlin
ought to trot fast.
Henry Kimball is breedir g his Alectu9
mare to Black Beauty by Heathwood,he by
Dictator Chief 2 21)^, Heathwood’s dam is
Gretchen, mother of Nelson 2 10.
Black
Beauty’s dam was by Daniel Bcone, by
Rysdyk’s Hambletonian.
William Sprague of Madrid has as goed
a gentleman’s driving horse as can be found
anywhere. She it four yearB old, stands
15-2 hands high, and weighs 1025 pounds;
PORTLAND ME.
sired by Hind’s Knox, out of a Vermont
Portland. Me. July 15. 3.00 class.
Black Hawk mare.
She has never been
C. H. Nelfeon, Waterville, b m
Glimmer,
4 111 handled for speed, but has trotted a full
IraP. Wocdbury, Portland, b in
mile in three minutes in a buggy.
Jessie H,
r •
2 2 2 3
D. M.Foster,CantoD,chm Iona S, 3 4 3 2
A Gazette correspondent called at the
Mahlon Jordan, Freedom, N.
H., br m, Kitty Clymer,
13 4 5 farm of H. B. Richardson on the river road
H.A.Richardson,Brunswick,b s.
yesterday and found him bus-ily engaged in
Startle. Jr.,
5 5 5 4
watering his large garden, for besides dealing
Patrick KaDe, Portland, c g,
Prince Wilke?,
6 6 6 6 in horses, he does a good business in market
Time—2.42%, 2.41, 2.45%, 2 47gardening. He conducted us to the stable
2.36 class.
2
’
*
where we were shown Ernest Wilkes by
J. Scott, Jordan, Cape Eliza
Kaiser, 2200, record 2.28%; he by George
beth, b m, Dolly B,
5 7 dr
R. Stanwood, Cape Eliza
Wilkes; dam, Mary Midnight,by Young Ajox.
beth, g g, Gray Dick,
8 10 6 6 6 dr He has three strains from Hambletonian 10.
E. E. Cross, Portland,b m,
Ernest Wilkes is a beautiful seal brown
Mary Ann,
4 4 4 7 dr
with white ankles behind, 15-3 hands and
James Nolan,Le viston,b g
St. James,
2 1 2 4 8 3 weighs 1100. He was foaled in 1886 and in
F. P. Fox’ Cornish, blk g,
787 took second prize at tbe Maine State Fair,
M*10’
6 6 3 3 3 5
third in’88 and second again in ’90; second
Fred A. Maxwell,Poitland,
ch g,Kite,
7 9 9 9 4 4 at Androscoggin County fair in 1891 and first
Clarence Gove, Auburn,blk
at Sagadahoc fair, both as a sucker and a
g, Black Dan,
10 5 5 1 2 2
yearling. He showed marked intelligence
Silver Lawn Stable, Water
ville, b g, Currier,
3 2 12 11 by moving about the * tall at Mr. Richard
Alonzo Libby, Westbrook,
son’s word. We were next conducted to the
b s, Goldwood,
9 8 7 5 5 dr pasture where we were shown several brood
H. M. George, Lewiston, b
s, Catdll,
1 3 8 8 7 6 mares, among them Mary Midnight. He has
2 38Ht_2’36^’ 2'36%’ 2’S8ji’ 2,S7’ 2-36%’ a very promising sucker bv the side of Lury
by Tom Patchen, dam Wmthr p Morrill. AuSecond Day.
bum Gazette. \ H p l F x
j
Portland, July 18.
About 1,200 people witnessed one of the
A BLUEGRASS SCENE.
prettiest exhibitions of trotting ever held in
this section at Wocdfords Park, Saturday
We are indebted to the Kentucky Stock
The summary :
2.45 class.
Farm for the handsome picture “A Blue
H. M. Moulton, Cumberland, b m,
Grass Scene',. It reperesents such a picture as
Minnie S.
6 3 6 may be seen on any stock farm, not only in
Mahlon Jordan, Freedom, N. H.,
c g, J, Alba,
3 2 3 the blue grass country, but everywhere, nor h
Charles L. Cushman, Auburn, b
fou'h, (a tor west, where tie trotter is bred.
m, Lady Redwood,
4 5 7
H. A. Ribjrts, Deering,br g, Oak
dale Dot,
2 4 4
W. F. Cram, West Baldwin, b m,
Eternal Vigilance
Helen M.,
Ill
R. Linscott, Brownfield, b g, Ed
Is the price of health. But with all our
win R.,
5 6 2 precaution there are enemit s always lurk
Fred A. Maxwell, Portland, b s.
Little Dick.
7 7 5 ing about our systems,only waiting a favor
Time—2.44%, 2.42%, 2.44%.
able opportunity to aisert themselves, im
2.30 CLASS.
purities in the blood may be hidden for
L. P. Hawkins,DeeriDg, blk m,
Dinab,
2 112 2 jears or even for generations and suddenly
Foss & Churchill, Cornish, b s,
break forth, undermining health and hast
Scipio,
14 2 11 ening death. For all diseases arising from
C. H. NtLon, Waterville, b g,
Brownie,
3 4 3 4 4 impure blood Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the
F. P. Fox, Cornish, c g, Dan
unequalled and unapproached remedy. It
Beirr,
5 2 4 3 3
is King of them all, for it conquers disease.
Colt Farm, Auburn, b m,
Themis,
’4 5 ^is
Tunc—2.31%, 2.36%, 2.35, 2.34%, 2.34.
4 year olds.
What Stronger Proof
C. H. Nelson, Wat.rville, ch f, Maud
Banks,
j j j8 needed of the merit of Hood’s SarsapaE. P. Fox, Cornish, b m, Maggie Fox,
2 2 n.la than the hundreds of letters continual
Time—2 50, 2.45%.
06
ly coming in telling of mirvelous cures it
has effected after all other remedies have
GEORGETOWN, P. E. I.
failed? Truly, Hood’s Sirsaparilla pos
JULY 7. 3 00 class, purse $50.
sesses peculiar curative power unknown to
. Idenm, ro b, by Olympus,
111 other medicines.
Della, blk m, by Abdalla Messenger 2 2 2
Dean, br h, bi "Highland Laddie
3 2 3
Time—2.59%, 3.10, 3.18%.
SAME DAY. PURSE $75. 2.40 CLASS.
Hood’s Pills cure Constipation by restor
Harry C , b b, by Hernando
111 ing the peristaltic action of the ailmentOnward, blk g, ov Riley’s Dean
4 2 2
They are t 'e best family
Sun, b g, by McWilliams’ Harry
2 4 3 ary canal.
King of the Turf, b g, by Barney B 3 3 4 cathartic.
Maud K., b m, by Hernando
"
5 dis
Fairy Queer, blk m, by Dean Swift 6 dis
Time—2.43, 2.44%, 2.40.
SAME DAY.

FREE FOR-ALL.

The days of

old (or new) Deror/t’on

called Sarsaparilla are p«st The maker
L A. Smith has a fine black peidirg,
have to resort to any and very means to
stands 15-3, weighs 1155 lbs 8 red by
Allectus, by Alcantara. Allectus, dam, 19 ' sell their goods ; some cry “More Doses,”
Iona by Admistrator, 2.29. Th.s horse I some “Cheapest,” some “Peculiar,” and so
was out of a Ilambletonian mare.
He has I on ad infinitum. But DANA’S SARSA
never been handled for speed but has a fine i PARILLA alone is made from a CON
open gait, is very stylish and will make a CENTRATED EXTRACT—its “THE
KIND THAT CURES.”
good one.
Others imitate our mode of advertising,
E L. Toothaker has s me fine horses
Among them is Patchunteer 3263, a dark but they can’t imitate our CURES—they J
bay stallion by Volunteer Boy, Le by are marvelous.
If you get swindled by something “chea
Volunteer, by Rysdyk’s Hambletonian.
per
” or with “more doses ” or “peculiar
Dam by Godfrey Patchen, he by Geo. Mit’s your own fault. You know DANA’S
Patchen, 2.23)2*
Patchunteer is eight
IS BEST.
years old and is a good styled, pure gaited
horse. He has never been handled for
speed but has trotted quarters in 42 sec
onds.

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil»
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natxiral sleep. Cas
toria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

Castoria.

“ Castoria is an excellent medicine for chil
dren. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

“ Castoria is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Arghkr. M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria in
stead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kincheloe,
Conway, Ark.

“ Our physicians in the children’s depart
ment have spoken highly of their experi
ence in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet woare free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with*
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.
Allen C. Smith, Ftes.^

The Centaur Company, 71 Murray Street, New Fork City.

RAILWAY RUMBLES.
The Transcontinental association has
granted half rates each way on all exhibits
from the IMcific states for the World’s
fair.
The Erie has an engine which has been
in passenger service on its Tioga division
for twenty-three years. It has now been
relegated to yard service.
The Michigan Central is meeting with
good results in the use of a new smoke
consumer on its engines. The consumer
is used when the trains are within the
limits of a city.
A thirty-two lever mechanical interlock
ing machine is to be erected at the crossing
of the Chicago and Alton, the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe and Belt railroads at
Lemoyne, near Chicago.
1 Attached to the car shops of the Erie
railroad at Port Jervis, N. Y., is a whistle
that blows so loud that its sound can be
heard on the top of the Vernon mountains,
twenty-five miles distant.
According to Counselor George A. Mott,
of Hempstead, L. I., a railroad company
has been organized and is rapidly assuming
a legal shape to operate a road on Long
Island in opposition to Austin Corbin’s
Line. Mr. Mott says that work on the new
road will be commenced during the ensu
ing year.

AAAell ZBzr?e<T

HORSES ANO COLTS
ZFOEi SA.LE
----------- AT THE------------

TURSE $100

Dot, blk m, by Administrator 3
Loafer, b g, by French Shorter 1
Blackbird, blk m, by All Right 4
Golden, b h. by Royal Lambert 2
Time 2.36, 2.40%, 2.38%, 2 38%,

The merit of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is not
3 111
careful
4 4 2 2 accidental, but is the result of
12 4 4 study and experiment by educated pharma
2 3 3 3
cists.
2.37%.

Children Cry for
Pitcher's Castoria.

COLT FARM

